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Herndon
works to
help the
uninsured
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
..!an Writer
arch 22-28 has been
designated is "National
Cover the Uninsured
Week." According to local
health care advocate Donna
Herndon, Calloway County is
doing a great deal to help those
who don't have private health
insurance.
"A community shows how
caring it is by what it does for
those without," Herndon said.
Herndon said she wants to call
attention to the health care
needs of Calloway County's
working poor during Cover the
Uninsured Week, which is a
project of the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation. Murray
Mayor Tom Rushing and
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins plan to sign a proclamation at
II a.m. today
(Wednesday) in Elkins' office
declaring the week locally.
Herndon said there couldn't
be a more timely moment to recognizing the uninsured because
more people are losing their
jobs every day and losing their
insurance with them. The
Angels Community Clinic helps
people who are either working
or have worked in the last six
months. Herndon said they
don't have to hold a full-time
job and that some of the patients
meet the requirements by working odd jobs. The clinic's operations are funded by Angels Attic
consignment store.
Many local families also

House may
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M
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WEATHER

TODAY

Tommow

Dan Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday Partly sunny. A
30 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the mid 60s.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 40s.
Thursday ..Partly
sunny.
Highs in the mid 60s.
night.. Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 50.
Friday...Mostly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 60s.
Friday night Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 40s.
cloudy
Saturday Mostly
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 60s.
night. Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers.
SPONSORED BY.

HAWKNS TEAGUE/Lodger &Times
Lt. Gov Dan Mongiardo speaks to local Lions Club members Tuesday night at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse.

Mongiardo: Kentucky could lead
nation in fixing health care system
access to the latest research on the best
proven ways to treat their patients. He said
the Congressional Budget Office had been
wary of approving medical information
technology because it hadn't been proven
to produce results. This is why it was
important to do research and be able to
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Sta ft Writer
show how well it would work, he said.
t. Gov. Dan Mongiardo told mem"We need to have proof that if you spend
bers of the Murray Lions Clubs a dollar, you're going to save five dollars,"
Tuesday night that Kentucky could he said.
lead the nation in fixing its health care sysKentucky is the first state to establish an
tem by computerizing medical records.
e-Health Network Board, which puts it
Mongiardo spoke in the basement of the ahead of other states to fix the problem.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse about sever- Mongiardo said. He said that $21 billion
al topics near to his heart, but his desire to of the federal stimulus package had been
change the country's health care dominat- allocated for information technology and
ed. He said the United States had about a that he had been making visits to
decade to fix a "broken system" that costs Washington. D.C. to push to get some of
too much and that Kentucky was uniquely that money back to the state.
positioned to lead the way with informaMongiardo did not directly refer to his
tion technology. He said computerizing plans to run for Republican Jim Bunning's
medical records would increase efficiency U.S. Senate seat in 2010 and only
and that this would go a long way to eco- appeared to allude to it by saying the
nomic recovery because medical care nation needed Kentucky's leaders to lead
makes up 20 percent of the economy.
the way in fixing health care and other
Mongiardo said that under this comput- problems. He said western Kentuckians'
erized system, doctors would have instant resilience during the ice storm should

Computerization of
medical records would
increase efficiency

L

Obama:
President holds
news conference
Tuesday evening
By CHARLES BABINGTON
Associated Press Wnter
WASHINGTON(AP)— With
Congress pushing back against
his proposals for energy, taxes
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remind everyone in the state of what its
citizens are capable of.
"The only limitations we have are the
ones we put on ourselves; we need to stop
that," he said.
Another issue on Mongiardo's mind was
education. He said he was an example of
the American dream because he had done
better than his parents through education.
The key to improving the education system is to help parents know what their
children should be learning from the earliest stages of their lives, he said. He
referred to the idea as "cradle schools,"
and said Kentucky could also lead the
nation in this movement.
Mongiardo also briefly spoke about
adventure tourism, which has been cause
he has championed for some time.
Because of its beautiful sights, he said
Kentucky had the means to improve its
economy by drawing far more tourists
than it does now and that this industry
only needed to be promoted more across
the country.
"It's not that hard and it's ours," he said.
"It's not going to Mexico next year or any
other year."

bend, not break

and other matters, President
Barack Obama is taking a bendbut-don't-break posture.
He will compromise on certain
details if he must, he signaled at
his news conference Tuesday
evening, but not on the heart of
his key initiatives.
His strategic retreats are a nod
to political reality. He is angling
to avoid coefrontations he probably can't win, but to sacrifice

no more than is absolutely necessary.
On energy, for instance, influential Democratic lawmakers
have joined Republicans in
opposing Obama's bid to reduce
greenhouse gases through a program that would let companies
buy and sell a limited number of
permits to pollute.
"When it comes to cap and
trade," the president said, using
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the proposal's nickname, "the
broader principle is that we've
got to move to a new energy era.
And that means moving away
from polluting energy sources
towards
cleaner
energy
sources."
"I think cap and trade is the
best way." Obama said, but he
stopped well short of insisting

III See Page 3A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
House lawmakers may or may
not consider several bills submitted after a pre-set March 13
deadline before they adjourn for
the year: possibly leaving legislation proposed late by the state.
Senate in limbo.
The fate of new tax incentives
for retaining and attracting
Kentucky businesses, a plan to.
establish an authority to manage construction of new bridges
over the Ohio River between
Kentucky and Indiana and a
proposal that would require
women seeking an abortion to
have an ultrasound consultation
before undergoing the procedure and others remain uncertain.
Fifth District
Rep. Melvin
Henley,
DMurray, said
Tuesday that
House rules
set at the
beginning oh
the session to
H ouse
Speaker Greg Fien/eY
Stumbo allow
only for consideration of vetoes
issued by Goy. Steve Beshear;
not last minute bills submitted
by Senate President David
Williams to get what he wants
in under the wire.
The bill passing session ended
March 13.
—These are the veto days,
Unless the House votes to sus:,
pend the rules all we're going td
do, probably,
is considet
vetoes," Henley said. "There if.
a possibility we could look al
some concurrence on soini
bills, but the senate was warnei
that was the way we were going
to operate. I think the House
members are tired of this lastminute stuff; (the senate) just
ramming it in there in the hopes
that people don't understand it
and it will pass or get all excit-

•See Page 3A

Debris removal
continues in
Calloway County,
Todd reports
Contractors
for
the
Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet have collected just
over 1 million cubic yards
of material in Kentucky's 12
westernmost
counties
served by District I. The
actual count is 1.094,254
cubic yards. That would be
almost a half million pickup
truck loads or more than
17,000 tractor trailer loads.
according to Keith Todd,
public information officer
for the Department of
Highways' District One and
Two

•See Page 2A
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Millwood faces additional charges
Dy TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A Murray State University
student teacher accused of has
sex with a female high
school student will also face
evidence tampering and drug
charges when he appears in
Calloway County Cucuit Court
for arraignment next month.
John "Drew" Millwood. 24. of
1602 Apt. B. Baurland Lane.
has been indicted by a county
grand jury on charges of firstdegree sexual abuse, tampering
with physical evidence, attempting to tamper with physical evidence, cultivation of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia (first offense). The
first two counts are Class D
felonies: the remainder are
Class A misdemeanors.
According to the indictment.
Millwood is accused of knowingly and unlawfully engaging
in sexual intercourse with a 17year-old female student in his
capacity as a student teacher at
Calloway County High School,
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department officials have
accused Millwood of meeting
with the female off school
grounds at a location in the
county where they allegedly had
sexual intercourse. The age of
sexual consent in Kentucky is
16. but it is illegal for a person

in a position ot authority to have
sexual contact with a minor
under state law.
The indictment also charges
the accused committed or
attempted to commit tampering
with physical evidence related
to the crime by allegedly deleting text messages from his cell
phone and attempting to remove
a condom from the scene of the
crime.
Islillwrxxl was also accused of
growing fewer than five manjuana plants in a hydroponic
growing box at his residence
and possessing supplies used to
grow marijuana. according to
the indictment. Grand jury witnesses included Det. Samantha
Mighell and Deputy Sam
Bierds, investigators for the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
The accused was previously
lodged in Calloway County Jail
following an initial charge of
first-degree sexual abuse, but
was later released on a $10,000
cash bond on the condition that
he has no contact with the victim, is not arrested again and
appear in court.
Arraignment for Millwood has
been set for Monday,April 13 in
Calloway County Circuit Court.

Internet

IVA buys coal ash
properties worth $9,5M

SERVING MURRAY

KINGSTON. Tenn. API —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
so far has purchased homes and
land affected by a massive coal
ash spill worth more than $9 5
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Roane County Property
Assessor Teresa Kirkham told
The Knoxville News Sentinel that
TVA has made 61 payouts on
about 40 homes and 210 acres
closest to the Dec. 22 spill at the
Kingston Fossil Plant. The land
produced nearly $63,000 in local
property taxes

Uninsured.
From Front
receive assistance from the
Kentucky Children's Health
Insurance program. Herndon
said
The Kentucky Homeplace
program is another entity that
helps the uninsured. For more
than a decade, it has provided
access to medical services to
which the patients are entitled.
The program's funding was cut
in January' and Herndon has
been helping with efforts to
raise the $3.0(X) it takes to run
every month since then. She
said the program helps people
have been out of work for more
than six months and that about
90 percent of the people who
get their prescription drugs
through it have some type of
chronic condition that prevents
them from working. Many
locals using the program fall
into what is commonly referred
to as the "donut hole." or the
gap in coverage under the
Medicare Part D prescription
drug program. Herndon said
that for $1.9 million, the program provided $29.6 million in
medicine and services in the
2007-2(X)8 fiscal year.
Sen. Ken Winters (It-Murray)
said he commended locals for
their work on continuing
Kentucky
Homeplace
in
Calloway County. He said he
thought there would be "major
dialogue" on the issue before
the next state budget is put
together in January and that he
thought it should expand the
counties that hadn't previously
been covered. He said it is rare
that a program gets as big a
return on its investment as the
almost I to 15 return for the
Homeplace.
Rep. Melvin Henley (DMurray)said that because of the
program's high value, it seems
shortsighted to cut it. which he
said he has told Gov. Steve
Beshear on three separate occasions. He said House Democrats
wanted to reinstate the program
hut that he didn't know how

ngets

Cornmun
Photo provided

Angels Community Clinic Board Chairman Dennis Norvell (center) smiles after taking MurrayCalloway County Hospital Vice President of Operations Mark Steadham (left) and Russ
Clendenin, MCCH's director of facilities for a tour of the clinic.
successful they would be in
plashing the issue next year.
The future of Kentucky
Homeplace for now is uncertain, according to Vikki
Franklin, the executive director
of communications and administrative review
for the
Kentucky Cabinet for Health
and Family Services. She sent
an e-mail to the Murray Ledger
& Times in response to ques-

hon about the program's status.
"We continue to monitor our
budget situation and are always
evaluat mg every possible means
of funding valuable programs
such as Kentucky Hotneplace.
which provided much-needed
services to Kentuckians in 58
counties of the state." Franklin
wrote. "The decision to terminate the Cabinet's contract with
the University of Kentucky to

operate Homeplace was made
only because of budget reductions to meet a deficit for Fiscal
Year '09.
Funding
for
Homeplace for the next fiscal
year is uncertain at this time
because we do not yet have a
clear picture of next year's
budget, although indications
point to a budget shortfall at
lea.' as large as this year's."

II Debris cleanup in county ...
From Front
At this time, contractors are
preparing to make their final
pass along state highways in
Calloway County. he said.
Contract debris removal crews
plan to work at the following
locations over the next several
days in Calloway County: KY
121
North between the
Calloway-Graves County Line
and Murray: KY 464: KY 1836:
KY 783 from Pleasant Grove

Church to KY 94: and KY 1550.
"We also have crews working
at several locations along
Interstate-24
through
McCracken and Marshall counties. Motorists should be prepared to encounter lane restrictions in those debris removal
work zones," Todd adeed.
Planned work schedules are
tentative and subject to change
due to weather, the quantity of
debris and other factors

He said motorists are reminded to be alert for debris removal
crews working along highways.
roads and streets across the
region. Crews will be out work.
ing from sunrise to sunset,
seven days a week, anytimc
weather allows.
For Best Resutts
Place Your Ad
With Us!
Call 753-1916
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From Front

oil it
He did not retreat on contentious issues on which he holds
the upper hand. Lilting a federal
ban on embryonic stem cell
research, he said, was the "nght
thing to do" despite criticisms
from %Annus quarters. Asked
why he hasn't asked Amencans
to do more to weather the economic crisis, he said, "I think
folks are sacrificing left and
right."
Obama was less certain and
dismissive on topics in which he
faces potentially bruising battles
with Congress. For example. he
minimized a Senate leader's proposal to end ()llama's signature
tax cut for most working families
after 2010.
• "When it comes to the middleClass tax cut," the president said.
"we know that's going to be in
place for at least the nest two
years."
"If Congress has better ideas
in terms of how to pay for it,
then we're happy to listen." he
said.
Mona said the main thrust of
his massive budget proposal is
moving the nation in the right
direction to turn around the ailing economy. -This budget is
inseparable from this recovery,"
he said. "because it is what lays
the foundation for a secure and
lasting prosperity."
He said he expects "serious
efforts at health care reform."
but not lawmakers' approval of
every proposal in his $3.6 trillion budget. "We never expected, when we printed out our
budget. that they would simply
Xerox it and vote on it." he
said.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray State University
Board of Regents Tuition Task
Force will meet in special session
at
6:15
tonight
(Wednesday) in the Jesse
Stuart Room on the second
floor c f the Pogue Library.
• The
Calloway
County
School Board will hold a spe.
ma: called meeting at 6 tonight
at the Calloway County Board
Office. The meeting will be to
discuss a request for waiver
for early graduation that would
.move up the 2009 graduation
:ceremony to Friday, May 29.
•
The Murray Public Works
Committee will meet at 5.15
p.m. Thursday at City Hall to
review and discuss bids for
chemicals. A meeting with the
.Finance/Personnel Committee
. will follow at 5.30 for a review of
'proposed employee evaluation.
The Public Safety Committee
will then meet at 5 45 to hear
reports from Police Chief Ken
Claud arid Fire Chief Michael
Skinner about the ice storm
response, as well as a report
from Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritton.
• The Murray City Council will
meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at
City Hail. Included on the agenda are first readings of ordinances and a recommendation
from the Planning Commission
to rezone property on Spruce
Street.
• To report a Town Crier item
call 753-1916

TERRY LiTTLE photo

This 1989 Ford Taurus was rear-ended Tuesday morning on
Highway 641 North. sending Benton residents Crystal Nelson
and Michael Misner to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Two transported to MCCH
following Tuesday accident
Staff Ropeat
Two Benton residents were transported to Murtay-Calloway
Hospital Tuesday morning after being rear-ended at a stoplight on
U.S. Highway 641 North.
The Murray Police Department responded to the collision at 10
a.m. Tuesday. An MPD press release said Benton resident Crystal
Nelson, 31, was stopped at a traffic light at the intersection of 641
and Max Hurt Drive when her 1989 four-door Ford was struck from
behind by a 2008 Ford van driven by 29-year-old Herrin. III. resident Heather Tackett.
Tackett did not report any injuries at the scene, but Nelson and her
passenger, 40-year-old Benton resident Michael Misner, were both
transported to MCCH. Jeanne Mathis, MCCH's director of critical
care services, said the patients were in stable condition Wednesday
morning. MPD Officer Patrick Morris was assisted at the scene by
Officer Jay Herndon, Sgt. Mark McCuiston. the MCCH ambulance
service and the Murray Fire Department.

Police following leads In
Calvert City bank robbery
Staff and AP Reports
David Maddox. "A perimeter
Marshall County authorities, was set and the bomb squad was
along with federal agents, are called in. They determined it
following several leads regard- was fake and destroyed it."
ing a robbery at Heritage Bank
Marshall County Sheriffs
in Calvert City Tuesday.
Detective Sgt. Matt Hilbrecht
Police Chief David Elliott
reported that the objects may
described the robber as a white
have been a paint can wrapped
man, in his mid-40s, with salt
and pepper hair. Elliott said the in wires with a computer chip on
man entered the hank Tuesday top. The bomb squad used a
altemoon and left with an undis- robot to remove the package and
used a water cannon to blast it
closed amount of nioney.
The man left behind a suspi- apart.
Anyone with information concious package that turned out to
ccring the robbery may call the
be harmless.
"He left a device on the count- Sheriff's office at (270) 527er when he left." said Marshall 3112 or(270)527-COPS if they
County Sheriff's Chief Deputy wish to remain anonymous.

Bunning: McConnell making fundraising tough
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning on
Tuesday blamed his early
fundraising difficulties on fellow Kentucky Republican Sen.
Mitch McConnell,
Bunning, 77, is widely considered one of the most vulnerable
incumbent senators up for reelection next year. The Hall of
Fame pitcher barely beat Lt.
Gov. Daniel Mongiardo, at the
time a little-known Democrat,
to win his second term in 2004.
Recently. Bunning had to
apologize for taking the Lord's
name in vain after remarks to
reporters. Nearly a month earlier, he stirred controversy by
saying U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
could die of pancreatic cancer
within a year.

Bunning said during a conference call Tuesday that he's
found it more difficult to raise
money for his campaign
because of McConnell and
Texas Sen. John Cornyn. who
heads the National Republican
Senatorial Committee. Bunning
claimed the two have tried to
recruit someone to challenge
him in the GOP primary.
"When they recruit someone
to run against you in a primary it
puts doubt in people's minds
that you are going to finish the
race," 3unning told reporters
He said he has not kept tra,
of how much he's raised so far.
but it will be less than the $2
million he had hoped to have by
the time the quarter ends June
Art

cd and pa•5 something. they
would really rather not.
Henley said if the senate wanted the bills considered they
should hase been submitted
beforehand.
"(The rules) were adopted on
the front end and they were notified, but (Williams) likes to play
political games and the House
members are getting tired of it,"
Henley said. "So if he wants his
bills passed get them over
there."
Williams, R-Burkesville, said
it's possible the Senate will
meet on Thursday but not
Friday as scheduled and that any
House rules restricting action
other than the governor's vetoes
was not known.
"This was absolutely a new
development," Williams report
edly told the AP.
First District Sen. Ken
Winters was home in Murray
Tuesday and declined comment
on the situation. He will be
headed back to Frankfort today
to take part in the session and to
attend Gov. Steve Beshear's
signing new education legislation that will overhaul the
Commonwealth Accountability
Testing System (CATS) scheduled for Thursday.
The session will end Friday
after the legislature considers
overrides of any Beshear vetoes
or, if agreed, any further action
on outstanding legislation.
Stumbo. D-Prestonburg, said
the House may only consider
any vetoes Beshear makes to
measures that have cleared both
chambers. However House
members may vote to suspend
the requirement when they meet
on Thursday.
Beshear said in a statement
there was "broad support in both
chambers and in both parties"
for some of the legislation and
he hoped lawmakers could
agree to advance the proposals
before adjourning.
"All of these initiatives will
preserve and create jobs, while
injecting hundreds of millions
of &sitars in economic impact
throughout the commonwealth."
Beshear said in a statement.
"We should move forward now
to create those opportunities for
air state and our people."
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Shaking hands
with history
We stood at the corner of
the church next to the former
President of the United States.
One summer Evelyn. Wesley.
CaMMIC
Jo and I drove to
Plains, Georgia to attend Sunday School and the worship
service of the Maranatha Baptist Church, the home church
of Jimmy and Rosalyn Caner.
The Sunday School class
was held in the sanctuary,
already full when we arrived.
So we were ushered into a
smaller adjoining room to watch
the class on a big screen television monitor. The President walked in—with secret
service agents close behind—
to chat with our group before
proceeding into the sanctuary
to begin the class.
After a well taught lesson,
Rosalyn joined the President
for the worship service. The
sanctuary had cleared out after
the Sunday School lesson, the
main attraction of the morning, but the former first couple stayed on, sitting on the
third row from the front, only
a few rows in front of where
we found a seat.
After the service, the President stood at the corner of
the church as a line formed
for pictures. We waited patiently and when it was our turn,
we asked a fellow tourist to
take a pictures with our camera. After the pictures were
snapped. Evelyn did something
that I did not think to do. She
took the hand of President
Carter and shook it firmly.
Evelyn was determined to shake
hands with a former President.
My father remembered
shaking hands with Cornelius

was a point
of pride for
my
Dad.
The manager of the
Philadelphia
club for the
first
fifty
years of the
team's existence. Dad
remembered Home and
Away
how Mack
By James
wore suits in
Duane Bohn
the dugout.
Ledger & Times
He had been
Columnist
determined
to shake hands with that living baseball legend.
He
touched history.
When a young man and his
wife shook an aging Winston
Churchill's hand in 1958. he
later said to his wife. "Now
think of it: that hand you
shook today held a saber at
Omdurman." At Omdurman
in the Sudan in 1898, a young
Lieutenant Churchill of the 21st
Lancers took part in one of
the last cavalry charges in
British history. No matter that
he actually held a Mauser pistol. rather than a saber. The
young woman had shaken
Churchill's hand—she had
touched history.
So did Evelyn. like the
young woman, and like my
father before her. In that
churchyard next to the peanut
fields in Plains that summer
day not too long ago, she shook
hands with a former president
of the United States. She
touched history.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact

Mc(iillicuddy, Sr., or Connie

him
at
dutine.holintAmurra V 1fate.edu

Mack, the baseball manager of
the Philadelphia Athletics. It
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Who says you can't go home

Her name is Emily Claypool Almeida and she is seven
years old. She is a little girl;
"Ladybug- her Aunt Kate calls
her. Since Emily was diagnosed with Osteosarcoma in
August. her body has been under
siege. Her aunt admits Emily
is "a bag of bones- these days.
the aftermath of chemo. infections, and long stays in the
hospital.

Emily's undaunted spirit is
too big to be contained by illness, though a recent setback
was the death of her best buddy
on the oncology floor, elevenyear-old Jazmyne. As I wnte
this. Emily is coming home
from the hospital after fighting off a bacterial infection
and pneumonia. She spent time
in the ICU and there were a
couple of close calls, but maybe
the sight of daffodils blooming and the sounds of twittering birds will give her strength
as she makes her way home
again.
Emily lives in my New Jersey hometown, Metuchen. Over
the years "Main Street" readers have become familiar with
the so-called "Brainy Boro"
and its similarities to Murray.
Though the communities are a
thousand miles apart. they share
the same generosity of spirit.
which is why I'm telling
Emily's story.
Months ago, the Make A
Wish Foundation contacted the
family and asked them to come
To the Editor:
Angels Attic would like to
thank the members of our community for their continued support of the Angels Clinic
through donations to the Attic.
During this time of economic downturn in our community. more and more people are
finding themselves in need of
both medical attention as well
as clothing and other household necessities for their families. Between Angels Attic and
Angels Clinic, we strive to
continue to address these needs.
Probably because of the
downturn, donations
have
dropped dramatically at the
Angels Attic while the number of shoppers has increased.
The store is able to pick
up your donations at your convenience. All you have to do
is call 762-0505 to request a
pick-up. Thank you again for
your generous support.
Betty Blodgett, Chair
Board of Directors
Angels Attic Thrift Store
Murray, KY
To the Editor:
I attended the USAF Academy Band concert at Lovett
Auditorium this afternoon. What
a glorious performance they
gave. The musicians are superb,

up with a special request. When
they gathered around the kitchen
table to talk about it. Emily
didn't ask for a fancy trip to
a faraway place, she just wanted to throw a big party on
Rowland Place. where she lives.
She liked the idea of hot dogs,
a dunk tank and cotton candy,
along with face painting and
fake tattoos for the kids, and
lots of food for the grownups.
According to Aunt Kate.
Emily "wanted to have this party
as a Thank You to all the nice
people in Metuchen who were
doing such nice stuff for her
and her family."
"We were in awe," Aunt
Kate admits. "The party was
all Emily's idea. Here she was.
so sick, and thinking of ways
to say thank you."
As they gave more thought
to Emily's wish. Aunt Kate
reports that they wanted to find
something or someone really
special "to strike a chord and
be a new face of happiness
and surprise in Emily's long,
difficult and exhausting days."
The light bulb moment for
Emily's mom, aunt and cousins
was simultaneous: Emily, a
devoted Bon Jovi fan, would
he thrilled if the group could
perform for her.
Bon Jovi claims a special
place in the heart because two years ago, before Emily's
cancer was diagnosed -- Emily,
her little sister Lily and cousin
Michael performed Bon loves

"Who Says
You Can't
Go Home,"
at a cousin's
wedding
Their song
and dance
routine was
unforgettable, with
Emily taking
the lead.

1 have not Main Street
met Emily in By Constance
Alexander
person.
I
Ledger & Times
only know
Columnist
the little girl
from
her
aunt's letter. The words tug at
the heart, but the photos are
stunning. With a full head of
hair, pool cue bald, and at
every stage in between, Emily
is one of the most beautiful
kids in the world. The most
compelling image is one of
Emily and newest cousin, little Christopher.
She calls the five-month-old
"her baby" and has vowed to
teach him everything he needs
to know. So far, these are the
first lessons: "Behave in the
mall." "Say please and thank
you." "Always give us hugs
and kisses."
Now you already know this
because it is the way of small
towns: There is no celebrity
too big that someone who
knows someone else, who
knows someone with connections can't get to Bon Jovi

OUR READERS
WRITE
the vocalists have beautiful
voices, and the program included a mix of tunes guaranteed
to please. The William Tell
Overture was billed as "The
Lone Ranger" and the arrangement was a delight to all.
We were treated to a little
bit of country with some excellent guitar and banjo picking,
along with pleasing vocals.
Audience participation, clapping and/or singing along, was
encouraged on occasion. The
program ended with a tribute
to each of the five military
branches. My thanks to all who
worked to bring this group to
Murray.
Carol Mills
Murray, KY
To the Editor:
In late January. Kentucky
suffered what many consider
to be the worst natural disaster in the Commonwealth's history.
Severe ice storms left over
700.(/0) homes without power,
countless businesses were crippled and communities across the
state were left with miles of

roads to clear and enormous
amounts of debris to clean up.
The First Congressional District bore the brunt of these
devastating storms, with many
in Western Kentucky being left
without power for weeks while
local officials and utility workers labored round the clock to
restore electricity.
While this was an extremely trying time for the First
District. it also brought out the
very best in many of our local
leaders and ordinary citizens
who volunteered their time to
help their communities.
State and local officials
acted quickly to coordinate
relief efforts with various community organizations and faithbased groups.
Volunteers operated 192 shelters across the Commonwealth,
providing shelter, food and
water to nearly 8.000 Kentuckians. Individuals from 25 organizations in 15 states traveled
to Kentucky to volunteer their
time in support of relief efforts.
While the magnitude of the
ice storms made recovery efforts
more difficult and slower in

and persuade the group to perform for Emily. If you can
help out in this effort, please
get in touch.
I can already picture this
hometown girl singing along
with Bon Jovi at the top oi
her lungs:
It doesn't matter where you
are. It doesn't matter where.
you go.
If it's a million miles away
or just a mile up the road.
Take it in, take it with you
when you go.
Who says you can't go
home?
Aunt Kate tells me that a
fund has been set up at Princeton Federal Credit Union to
help Emily's family defray some
of the medical and other costs.
When I called the credit union
to find additional information,
the operator knew right away
what I was asking about. "You
mean Emily?" she said, already
on a first name basis with this
amazing little girl.
Donations can be sent to
the Friends for Emily Almeida Fund at the Princeton Federal Credit Union, 104 Carnegie
Center. Suite 103, Princeton,
Ni 08540.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@new wavec
omm.net.
some areas than was hoped,
so many people went above
and beyond the call of duty
to ensure that Kentuckians were
kept safe and that vital supplies were disbursed to those
in need.
I would like to commend
all of the local and state officials, utility workers, volunteers.
members of the Kentucky
National Guard and all those
who contributed to the recovery and relief efforts following the storm.
During a difficult time that
tried all of our spirits, these
individuals rose to the occasion to aid their fellow Kentuckians and help the Commonwealth get back on its feet.
This week I was proud to
join Congressman Brett Guthrie
and my fellow Members of the
Kentucky Congressional Delegation to introduce a resolution honoring the countless volunteers who helped the state
recover from the storms.
Too often leaders and hard
working citizens of our local
communities go without recognition for the good work they
do.
Sincerely.
U.S. Representative Ed Whitfield, Washington, D.C.

NATIONAL/INTERN 1TIONAL

%lurray Ledger & times

Obituaries

Netanyahu embraces Israel-Palestinian peace talks

Mrs. Vila J. Turner
J. Turner, 93, Manhattan. Kim.. formerly of Murray.
died Tuesday. March 24. 2009. at
8:35 a.m. at St. Joseph Village.
Manhattan. She was born June 18. 1915. in Murray. Ky.
Blalock Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online ,..,,ndolences may he made to
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Vila

Mrs. Elwyn Lyon Robbins

Mrs. Ely,
. .1, Robbins
Mayfield. died Friday, March 20.
2009. at Vvestern Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
She was the oldest living member of First Presbyterian Church
of Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Farland Robbins: one
son. Kent Robbins, one infant son, Richard Robbins: one sister.
Mary Robinson: and one brother. Hughes Lyon.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Adelaide Schoenfeldt and
husband. Roger. Murray: one son, Gayle Robbins and wife, Diane,
Mayfield; daughter-in-law, Kathy Robbins. Hendersonville. Tenn.:
six grandchildren. Anne Schoenfeldt, Ensor. Va.. Caroline W.
Schoenfeldt. Murray, Tricia Robbins Carpenter and husband.
Rodney, and Jonathan Robbins, all of Hendersonville, Tenn.. Scott
R. Robbins and wife, Emily. Mayfield. and Katy Robbins. New
York: five great-grandchildren. Morgan and Garrett Ensor, Maggie
and Cole Carpenter. and Gray Robbins: special friend and caregiver, Vickie Veatch, Mayfield.
A graveside service was held Sunday at Highland Park
Cemetery. Mayfield, with Rev. John Farone officiating. Pallbearers
were Scott and Jonathan Robbins, Rodney Carpenter, Jack Stone.
Billy Veatch and Steve Robinson. Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield
was in charge of arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to First Presbyterian Church, 303 West Broadway, Mayfield.
KY 42066 in memory of Mrs. Robbins.
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A graveside service for Wesley C. (Boomer) Wyatt will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Wyatt Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield,from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Mr. Wyatt, 79. Wingo. formerly of Kirksey, died Monday. March
23. 2009. at 5:05 a.m. at Heritage Manor Health Care Facility.
Mayfield. He was a retired construction worker with Hubert
Construction Co. Preceding him in death were his parents. A.B. and
Vernie Riley Wyatt: four brothers, Davis. Raymond. Luther and
Truman Wyatt; seven sisters. Pauline Elliott, Magaline Gill, Jessie
Mason, Mavis Holland, Avis Crouch. Verlene Morgan and Haline
Crick: one stepson. Richard Taylor. Survivors include two stepsons.
Charles Taylor and John Taylor, Wiwi: one stepdaughter, Debbie
Taylor. Fulton: four stepgrandchildren: one stepgreat-grandchild:
several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Maly Ruth Fahvell Offutt
A memonal service for Mrs Mary Ruth Falwell Offutt will be
held Saturday. April 4, in Tacoma, Wash. Weeks' Dyer Mortuary,
Tacoma, is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Offutt, University Place, Wash.. died Wednesday, March
.18. 2009. at her home. Preceding her in death were her husband.
Kirby Offutt, on Dec. 25. 2003. one son. Donald Wayne Offutt. in
1969, and her father. Oscar Falwell. She was born July II. 1935, in
Calloway County, Ky. Survivors include one daughter, Pamela
Butler, Tacoma. Wash; her mother, Reba Falwell Herndon. one sister. Wanda Bailey and husband. Green. and one brother. Wade
Herndon and wife. Kathy. all of Murray. Ky.; several nieces and
nephews.

William Keeney Beshear
SHERIDAN. Ore. - William Keeney 43e.alsaar, 56, 419 S.
Bridge St.. Sheridan, OR 97378, died Saturday. March 7, 2009, at
10:26 p.m. at Sheridan Care Center.
He worked for Spirit M. Casino in Oregon. His
hobbies were golf. hunting, fishing and movies
and the Colts Football Team. Preceding him in
death were his parents. Garrett and Lucy Beshear
of Murray, Ky.. and one brother, Gary Beshear of
Iowa. Survivors include his wife, Marie Beshear,
to whom he had been married for 22 years; stepson. David Mossor. Houston. Texas: stepdaughter.
Treena Rehkolf, San Diego. Calif.: nephew, Marc
Beshear, and niece, Shalie Beshear. both of Iowa;
&rehear
five grandchildren. Mr. Beshear had donated his
body to science and had said "I hope some life may come from my
passing." A Memorial/Irish Wake was held in Sheridan.

JERUSALEM
I AP) -Incoming Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu said
Wednesday his government
would be a "partner for peace
with the Palestinians," softening
his rhetonc a day after the cen
tnst Labor Party joined hi
coalition in exchange for vague
ly worded promises to pursue
negotiations.
During his election cantpawn. the hardline Likud Party
leader had painted himself as an
opponent of peacemaking. But
facing the prospect of a clash
with the Obama administration,
Netanyahu has been courting
moderate coalition partners and
tempering his line.
Peace is a "common and
enduring goal for all Israelis and
Israeli governments, mine
included," Netanyahu told an
economic
conference
in
Jerusalem. -This means I will
negotiate with the Palestinian
Authority for peace," he added.
"The Palestinians should
understand that they have in our
government a partner for peace,
for security, for the rapid development of the Palestinian economy," Netanyahu said.
Palestinians
welcomed
Netanyahu's words, but said
they must be matched by deeds.
Netanyahu led Likud to a
strong showing in last month's
parliamentary election by harshly criticizing the outgoing government's peace efforts. He said
the Palestinians were not ready
for independence and promised
to limit his efforts to developing
their economy while continuing
Israel's occupation of the West
Bank. Netanyahu has tried
unsuccessfully to also draw the
centrist Kadima Party of outgoing Prime Minister Ehud Olmert

AP
Defense Minister and Labor Party leader Ehud Barak lett, and ukud Party leader Benjamin
Netanyahu shake hands during a meeting, in Jerusalem Monday. European Union foreign ministers are raising concerns over Israel's hard-line prime minister designate Benjamin
Netanyahu's commitment to pursue genuine peace talks with Palestinians.
into his government. But
Kadima leader Tzipi Livni
appeared cool to the idea even
after the pact with Labor and
Netanyahu's pledge to pursue
Palestinian peace talks. Livni on
Wednesday called Netanyahu's
prospective coalition a government "conceived in sin."
Netanyahu said his plan to
develop the Palestinian economy was not a substitute for political negotiations but "a complement to them." A strong
Palestinian economy is a "strong
foundation for peace." he said.
Netanyahu spoke hours after

Labor voted to join his coalition,
adding a moderate element to
what had been shaping up to be
a narrow, hawkish government.
Labor led the country for
decades and signed previous
peace agreements with the
Palestinians and Jordan in the
1990s.
To
woo
Labor,
Netanyahu promised to maintain
peace negotiations. However.
their deal offered no details
about what they hope to achieve
at the end of the process.
Netanyahu has refused to
embrace the notion of establishing an independent Palestinian

state on captured lands now
occupied by Israel. And he has
said he would allow existing
Jewish settlements in the West
Bank to expand -- a red flag for
the Palestinians. Palestinian
negotiator Saeb Erekat cautiously welcomed Netanyahu's cornments. but said the new government must commit to establishing a Palestinian state.
"Any Israeli government that
accepts the two-state solution.
negotiates with us on all core
issues without exception. and
agrees to stop settlement activity
... will be a partner." he said.

Obama: U.S. must push for Mideast resolution
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
emergence of an Israeli government led by a strong skeptic of
peace negotiations with the
Palestinians makes it no less
necessary for the U.S. to push
for a resolution of the generations-old conflict, President
Barack Obama said Tuesday.
In his most direct public
comments on the evolving
makeup of the Israeli governnYent, following inconclusive
national elections in February.
Obama told a White House
news conference that he remains
committed to pushing for a twostate solution: separate Israeli
and Palestinian states existing
side-by-side in peace.
When a reporter asked how
realistic it is to hope that such a
solution can be achieved, given
the political shifts in Israel, the
president replied. "It's not easier
than it was, but I think it's just as
necessary."

It was the only foreign policy formation of a
issue raised in the nearly hour- new caretaker
long
news
conference. government to
Remarkably, the wars in Iraq oversee new
and Afghanistan were never elections.
raised and no one mentioned
The desigPakistan, which is at the center nated Israeli
of U.S. efforts against al-Qaida prime ministerrorism.
ter. Benjamin
Obama is expected to unveil Netanyahu,
on Friday a new strategy for sta- has been given
Obama
bilizing Afghanistan. in cam- until April 3 to
paign linked to combatting form a governing coalition.
Islamic extremism in neighbor"We don't yet know what the
ing Pakistan.
Israeli government is going to
In response to the question look like,- Obama said. "And
about Israel. Obama noted that we don't yet know what the
there is uncertainty not only future shape of Palestinian leadabout the makeup of a new ership is going to be comprised
Israeli government but also of of.
Israel's negotiating partner. the
What we do know is this: that
Palestinian Authority, which is the status quo is unsustainable.
badly divided.
that it is critical for us to
On March 7, Palestinian advance a two-state solution
Prime Minister Salam Fayyad where Israelis and Palestinians
submitted his resignation in a can live side-by-side in their
move meant to enable the early own states with peace and secu-

rity."
On Tuesday, Israel's Labor
Party voted to join the incoming
Netanyahu government, lending
a moderate voice to a coalition
dominated by hard-liners and
easing concerns of a head-on
confrontation with Washington
over Mideast peacemaking.
Obama mentioned that he
had appointed former Sen.
George Mitchell as his special
envoy for Mideast peace talks
and that this demonstrated the
administration's determination
to press ahead regardless of the
obstacles.
Mitchell is expected to return
to the region in a further effort to
get peace talks under way shortly after the Israeli government is
fully in place in April.
"How effective these negoa
ations may be. I think welt
going to have to wait and see'
Obama said.

Congress considers move Obama defends decision on stem cell research
limiting executive pay
WASHINGTON (AP)
dards would be part of a broader
One could almost hear the page regulatory
overhaul
that
turn.
Geithner is expected to propose
Last week, Congress raged Thursday. Democratic lawmakover employee bonuses paid by ers and the Obama administraconglomerate tion have been working on the
insurance
American International Group outlines of a new regulatory
Inc. On Tuesday. lawmakers lis- regime. Among other things, it
tened soberly as Treasury would give the government
Secretary Timothy Geithner and authority to intervene in trouFederal Reserve Chairman Ben bled financial institutions, much
Bernanke called for a regulatory as the Federal Deposit Insurance
regime that would set compen- Corp. can step in to liquidate
sation standards on financial failing banks.
The changes also would call
institutions, including compafor an overarching authority to
nies like AIG.
But AIG and the overall tra- help oversee risk by large instivails of the financial sector have tutions that are so big they can
opened a seam in Congress for single-handedly undermine the
policy makers to renew a debate financial system.
"It's very important that comover limitations or conditions on
pensation links performance and
executive pay.
nor reward appropriately and, in
Geithner
Neither
Bernanke offered specific pro- particular, does so in a way that
posals. but both men echoed the does not incentivize excessive
• same idea - linking incentive risk-taking." Bernanke told the
Services
Financial
pay to an institution's long-term House
success. The compensation stan- Committee on Tuesday.

Labor not responsive to
worker wage complaints
WASHINGTON (API When the nation's most vulnerable workers try to find justice at
the Labor Department, they are
often met with inadequate
responses, delays and slipshod
work.
That's the finding of an
undercover investigation into
the agency's wage and hour
division.
Government
The
Accountability Office says

agency officials often responded
too slowly to complaints, failed
to record them and in one
instance lied about investigative
work that wasn't performed.
GAO investigators posed as
10 workers and companies to
test the agency. which handled
just one of the 10 fake complaints properly.
A congressional committee
has scheduled a hearing on the
investigation today.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Barack Obama said
Tuesday that lifting federal
restrictions on embryonic stem
cell research was the "right thing
to do and the ethical thing to
do."
The Democratic president
said he wrestled with the ethics
of the decision but is hopeful
that the science will lead to help

for people with debilitating diseases. Obama issued an order
earlier this month that lifted contentious Bush-era restraints on
stem-cell research. His move
allows
federally
funded
researchers to use hundreds of
new embryonic stem cell lines
for promising but long-range
research in hopes of creating
better treatments or cures for

Money-troubled U.S.
Postal Service seeks help
WASHINGTON (AP)Facing dire financial conditions,
postal officials are turning to
Congress for help.
Postmaster General John
Potter and other top agency officials were facing the House
Oversight subcommittee on the
federal workforce and post
office Wednesday.
The post office was $2.8 billion in the red last year and is
facing even larger losses this
year due to the sharp decline in
mail volume in the weak economy.
Potter has raised the possibility of cutting mail delivery from
six days a week to five, and is
also seeking relief from the
requirement to set aside several
billion dollars annually to prefund retiree medical care.
"With the Postal Service facing budget shortfalls the subcommittee will consider a number of options to restore financial stability and examine ways
for the Postal Service to continue to operate without cutting
services." subcommittee chairman Stephen F. Lynch. D-Mass..
said in announcing the hearing.

Last week, the post office
said it plans to offer early retirement to 150,000 workers and is
eliminating 1.4(X) management
positions and closing six of its
80 district offices across the
country in cost-cutting efforts.
The agency posted a $384
million loss in the first quarter of
the fiscal year - October
through December - which is
usually the busiest period
because of the holidays.
Officials said the economic
recession contributed to a mail
volume drop of 5.2 billion
pieces compared with the same
period last year. If there is no
economic recovery, the USPS
projects volume for the year will
be down by 12 billion to 15 billion pieces of mail.
Over the past year the post
office says it has cut 50 million
work hours, stopped construction of new facilities, frozen
salaries for executives, begun
selling unused facilities and cut
post office hours.
The USPS does not receive a
taxpayer subsidy for its operations.

conditions ranging from dia"Look. I believe that it is v
betes to paralysis. In August important for us to have stro
2001. then-President George W. moral guidelines, ethical gm
Bush limited federal funding to lines, when it comes to stem-cal
21 already existing stem cell research or anything that touchlines because of "fundamental es on the issues of possible
questions about the beginnings cloning or issues related to
of life and the ends of science." human life sciences," Obaqui
Obama said scientific con- said at a pnme-time news cd4sensus was not the only factor to ference. "I think those iss*
consider.
are all critical."

lr STOCK MAIKE. I RI PORT
hwestments Since 1854
Dols Jones Ind. A$g.....7813.8 + 153.8
Air Products
18.04 + 1.60
AT&T. Inc
'6.40 + 0.07
BRAT
18.80 + 0.7;
Bank of %merit ..............7.9$ + 0.76
Briggs & Stratton
16.49 + 0.58
Bristol Slyers Squibb 21.15 + 0.33
Caterpillar
10.65 + 1.25
ron fexaco
+ 0.94
Daimler Chrysler
28.60 + 0.77
Dean Foods
19.63 - 0.74
Exxon-‘1obil
70.60 + 1.22
Ford Nlotor
'93 + 0.07
General Electric
11.07 + 0.66
General Nlotors
A 23 + 0.03
GlauiSmithkline ADR
+ 0.81
Goodrich
19.72 + 0.92
Goodyear
6.91 + 0.36
HopFed Bank'
9.20 B 9.75 A

pieces zs'nf.§

B
Intel
Kroger .....

99.46• 1.16 .
15.66 + 0.66
+ 0.18
1212 +0.30
;4.53 + 0.97
.27.8; + 0.10
18.18 + 0.25
20.16 + 0.99
A2.35 + 0.82
14.22 + 0.30
4.99 + 0.50
'4.37 + 0.23

....

Mattel ........

McDonald.
Merck
Microsoft
Penney
Pepsico. Inc.
Pfizer. Inc.
Regions Financial
Schering-Plough

Sears Holding Corp
1 lint''Airier
S Bancorp
WellPoint In,

46.97 + 2.56
8.55 + 0.03
15.79 + 0.80
16.31 + 0.26
C1.99 + 0.91

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants
Ron Arant

Heath Scott

Court Square I Murray, KY 47071
270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854
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Murray Woman's
Club members
win honors at
district meeting
The Murray Woman's Club Gale Vinson in Photography.
successfully competed in the Natural
History;
Joann
First District Arts and Crafts Niffenegger in Photography,
Contest sponsored by the Feature: Gale Vinson in
Kentucky
Federation
of Photography. GFWC; Lynda
Woman's Club with two student Cooper
in
Christmas
entries out of It student entries Ornament; Joetta Kelly in
and 26 club women entries out Quilt-Applique.
of 79 total women entries from
Second place winners were:
eight clubs, according to Judy Joetta Kelly in Watercolor;
Kelso, second vice president of Joetta Kelly in Pottery;
the Murray Club.
Rebecca Landolt in Knitting;
Murray received five first and Joetta Kelly in Quiltplace ribbons, four second and Patchwork.
one third place from the compeThird place winner was Joetta
tition which was recently held Kelly in Drawing.
at the Murray Woman's Club
The five first place winners
house.
will be entered in the state comThe club was represented in petition to be held in April at
the Student Arts and Crafts the KFW'C State Convention in
Contest by Lauren LeaveII, first
in Painting; and by Hyo Joe
Awards for the district honors
Lee, third in Drawing.
will be presented at the Annual
Winners in the club women Awards Night on Thursday at 6
contest were as follows:
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
First place winners were: Club house.
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
• •

Our Registered .
Bridal Couples:

Stephanie Florence
• & Brent Norsworthy

•

Claire Herrington
& John Morrow

••

•

•

• Shelly Martinez
• & Justin Winters
Katherine Oakley •
• & Scott Kelley
Chelsea Cleaver

• & Justin Hendrick
Alysha Legate
& Zak Taylor

•

Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker

•

Katie Hatcher
& Drew Holton

.•

Ashley Cleaver
& Terry O'Barr
Elizabeth Hostilo
& Lincoln Rowe

•

Jennifer King
& David Sevilla

•

You may purchase
online at
unrw.pintagerose.com

[ Sparta

•

gifrs • .
University Square
•

BriddRegistry

12th Street • Murray
(270) 739-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

..
•

•

Gossip Girl costume designer Ens
Daman. has some great shopping ups He
says "Be in touch with your own style not
with the movie star, Fine-tune your eyes
so you know what you're looking tor That
way you won't be confused by so much to
choose front
An over size clutch can be big enough to
work as a day bag and still remain perfect
to carry out at iught
"one it this spongs 5ir trends is ihc Sn,
hourglass silhouette L.A. tot high waist
pieces that define the and section but are
also flouncy and rimy.'"
With so much emphasis on global
accents it is easy to get that look at any
age High heels with wooden or cork soles
and an arm full of bangles with sequins
and beads is nisi perfect
Embroidered tops in bright colors, also
embellished with beads are a tun was to
get the global vibe going
Earthy looks inslude straw bag,. tos
and dresses in a woodsy tern motif
Wooden jewelry is also very in Scarves.
even for summer are being shown Ruffles
on the top or on the bottom are hot
We nave just received more new styles
from Not Your Daughters leans in capn's
and long shorts, and more sizes in ,,our
favonte styles
New long shorts in beautiful soft spring
pastel colors have Just arrived a, well
This season we have a large selection of
top, that are very cute in all styles for
everyone to choose front Remember you
need three tops for every bottom
Last Fnday for TG IF we had Joseph
Ribkoff and Nic and Zoe 20'S off Be sure
to some in this week for our Fnday secret
sale Our fall and winter merchandise is all
75'5 off, so if you need some till ins now.
Is the tune
Don't forget OW cute sandals arid comfonabie flip flop, are here
Slut tuned id nedt vet& Ia,, Studnon
report

--zeic-KtLify
Its,. Sornethota For Etc none Store
XS Soulh 1MA•Suns KY•753-7441
www.dk-luillay.eorn
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Murray Woman's Club
will hold annual awards program

7nniuersary

Jo's
Datebook

Murray Woman's Club will have its annual awards night program on Thursday at 6
p.m. at the club house, according to Bobbie
Weatherly., first vice president of the club.
Awards will be presented to school winners of
Poetry and Short Story Contest and of
District Arts and Crafts Contest.
Refreshments will be served by members
of the Delta and Music Departments. Other
departments of the club are Alpha, Creative
Arts, Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma
and Theta.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Head Start plans registration

Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head
Start will hold registration for the 2009-2010
school year on Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the first floor of
Murray State University Alexander Hall on North 16th Street.
Registration for Preschool Returning Children will be Friday. Apr(1
10, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the same location. For information catl
809-3262.

Ham Project Group will meet
4-H Country Ham Project Group will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m.
at the Calloway County Extension Office to travel to begin the cur:ing process on their country hams. The group will return at 6 p.m.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Mr. and Mrs.James Euel Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin of 941 Brandon Rd., Hazel, are
celebrating their 70th wedding anniversary today, Wednesday.
March 25, 2009. The family will honor them with a celebration on
Saturday at their home.
The couple was married March 25, 1939. at the parsonage of
Hazel Methodist Church. This was a double wedding with the other
couple being Ortis Key and the late Clara Erwin Key. sister of Mr.
Erwin.
Mrs. Erwin, the former Brenda Mae Brandon, is the daughter of
the late Curtis Brandon and Pearl Taylor Brandon. Mr. Erwin, a
retired farmer, is the son of the late Emmet Erwin and Mary Outland
Erwin.
They have one son. James Dale Erwin, and four daughters, Mrs.
Carolyn Parks. Mrs. Linda Workman. Mrs. Sheila James and Mrs.
Joanne Mahan.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin have 11 grandchildren, 20 great-grandchildren and three great-great-grandchildren.

Fortenbery named
as Rotary Student
of the Month
Seth Fortenbery. a senior at
Calloway County High School,
was selected as the March
Student of the Month for the
Murray
Rotary
Club.
Fortenbery has a 3.9 grade point
average.
Fortenbery has played varsity soccer for three years and
served as a captain this past season.
For the past four years he has
played varsity tennis. He has
been a captain of the tennis team
for the past two yeas.
Also. Fortenbery is a four
year member and co-captain of
the speech team. Recently, he
qualified for the Catholic
National Forensic League
Tournament held in Albany,
N.Y.
Fortenbery has participated
in KYA. KUNA, Pep Club,
Relay for Life, Leadership
Tomorrow. and Leadership
Alumni. He was selected to
attend the Governor's Scholars
program this past summer, and
was recently inducted as a

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Youth Group plans event
Scott's Grove Baptist Younger Youth Group will have a rebate
event today (Wednesday) from 4 to 9 p.m. at Back Yard Burgers.
Funds from this event will go towards their trip to Crosspoint
Church Camp this summer.

'Bowl for Kids'Sake Fundraiser'
The annual Big Brothers Big Sisters, Bowl for Kids' Sake
Fundraiser, will be Saturday, April 25. Sponsorship, prize donations
and bowling teams are needed. For more information e-mail lauren.ballantyne@calloway.kyschooLus or phone 762-7333. The
deadline for donations is April 10 and for team registration is April
17.

Lady Laker Basketball Banquet planned
Lady Laker Basketball Banquet will be Thursday. April 9, at 6:30
p.m. The cost is $8 per person and reservations must be made by
Thursday by mailing checks made payable to C.C.H.S. Lady Lakers
with name and number of guests to Calloway County High School.
attn. Teri Futrell, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Hospice plans jewelry sale
A Jewelry sale will be today (Wednesday)from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the lobby of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Proceeds will
benefit the new Hospice House to be built in Murray.

American Legion Post will meet
American Legion Post 173 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Dr. off of North Fourth Street. All veterans are welcomed and invited to attend. For information call
Commander Duane Brown at 227-6652 or 753-8985.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and will
assist in filing claims. For more information call toll free at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room I of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.5

Laker Band has promotion
Seth Fortenbery
Kentucky Colonel.
He is the son of Craig
Fortenbery and Shelly Hudson.
He is a member of the Liberty
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church.
Fortenbery plans to attend
the University of Kentucky this
fall.

Calloway County Middle and High School Bands have a promotion of selling Butter Breads Pastries through Monday, April 26. To
place an order call the CCHS band room at 762-7395 to leave a
number for call back, or leave an order with name and number of
pastries wanted.

MHS Project Graduation will meet
Murray High School Project Graduation will meet toda'y
(Wednesday) at 5:15 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All senior parents
and class sponsors are urged to attend.
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March 27th, 2009
7 p.m.
Singing, Refreshments,
More Singing
Located 7.5 miles west
of Murray on Hwy. 94

Donations
requested
The Gentry House Homeless
Shelter, House Domestic Crisis
Center, and Merryman House.
all of Murray, are partnering up
and asking for help with items
needed to assist clients that
have been misplaced from their
permanent homes. Many of
these individuals have children.
Current items need are
kitchen trash bags, toilet paper.
paper towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry
detergent, bleach, cleaning supplies, towels, washcloths.
kitchen linens, pot holders,
alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items may be taken to theit
office at 629 Broad St.. Exi_
between the hours of 8 a.m. and
noon.
Monday
through
Thursday. Both offices are
United Way agencies and located in the same building.
For more information cail
761-6802 or 759-2373.
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Mr. and Mrs. Edgar T. Doores

Mansfield and Scott

Herrington and Morrow

Sara Elizabeth Mansfield of West Paducah and Justin Glenn
Scott of Dawson Springs were married Saturday. Oct. II. 2008, at
Palestine United Methodist Church. West Paducah.
The bride is the daughter of Lynn and Jana Mansfield of West
Paducah.
The groom is the son of Bobby and Debbie Scott of Dawson
Springs.
Bro. Kendrick Lewis officiated and Stephanie Hinz was pianist.
Kelly Lane of Mayfield was the matron of honor.
Eridesmaids were Lindsey Mansfield and Melissa Smallmon.
both of Paducah, and Beth Newberry and Darla Diggs. both of
Louisville.
Britney Mansfield of Kevil was flower girl.
Jarrid Scott of Dawson Springs was best man.
Groomsmen were Ben Rogers of Hopkinsville, Jesse Smith of
Murray, Eric Helm of Paducah and Clark Mills of Charleston, S.C.
Presiding at the register were Alex Nance. and Raven. Shannon,
Kaitlyn, Hannah and Peyton Newberry,
A reception followed at First Christian Church.
The bride received her master's degree in speech language
pathology from Murray State University. She is a speech language
pathologist at Murrray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom received his master's degree in school administration
from Murray State University and is assistant principal at Murray
Middle School.

Kent and Wyneth Herrington of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter. Claire Herrington. to John Marshall
Morrow, son of Chris and Nan Morrow of Columbus. Miss.
Miss Herrington is the granddaughter of Mary Bess Clark and
the late Oscar and Dorothy Clark and of Don and Elaine Herrington.
all of Tupelo. Miss.
Mr. Mortow is the grandson of James and Marion Meade of
Starkville, Miss., and Edsel and Etta Kate Umfress and the late John
Marshall of Fulton. Miss.
The bride-elect is a senior at the University of Southern
Mississippi.
The groom-elect is 2008 graduate of Mississippi State
University and is currently a graduate student at the University of
Southern Mississippi.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 16. 2009. at 10:30 a.m. at
Mount Vernon Place, Tupelo. Miss.
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Mr. and Mrs. Edgar T. Doores of Lone Oak will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary with a reception, hosted by their children.
from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday. March 29. 2009. at Central Church of
Christ, 2201 Washington St.. Paducah.
. All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Doores and the former Peggy Jo Cleaver were married
March 26, 1959, at Almo Church of Christ. Almo, by J.L. Hicks.
minister. Their attendants were Norma Elkins and Sid Easley.
,• Mrs. Doores, a homemaker, is the daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver Sr. of Almo.
Mr. Doores is a retired teacher and administrator from
McCracken County Board of Education. He is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Newell Doores of Kirksey.
., Their four children are Debby Jo Doores, deceased: Randy
Thomas Doores of Nashville. Tenn.: Richard(Ricky)Wayne Doores
pf LaVergne. Tenn.; and Jennifer Lynn Doores Wolfe of Scottsboro,
Ala. Their seven grandchildren are Cody. Nick, Cassidy and Caleb
boores and David. Larissa and Zachary Wolfe.
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Photo provided
FLAG DONATION: Members of Woodmen of the World
Lodge 592 donated a United States of America flag to the
Calloway County Preschool.

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Cancer
survivors are encouraged to register by April 17 to participate in
the opening ceremony and survivors' victory lap of the
American Cancer Society's
Relay for Life event June 12.
The opening ceremony takes
place at 6:30 p.m. The survivors' victory lap follows at 7
p.m. A survivors' reception is set
for 8 p.m. And, the luminaria
ceremony is scheduled for 9
p.m., all on Friday. June 12, at
Graves County High School.
The victory lap symbolizes the
courage survivors and their fam

ilies display in their lives every
day. Survivors are asked to walk
with others who are fighting or
have beaten the disease. All
family, friends, and caregivers
are invited to join in the survivor
ceremony as well.
Each survivor who registers
by April 17 will receive a survivor shirt. Phone Randy or
Cheryl Chapman at (270) 3765792 or register on-line at
ACS.org.

The Music Department of the
Entry forms must be received
Murray Woman's Club will by Tuesday. April 14. Forms
sponsor voice, piano and string have been distributed to choir
contests for middle and high directors at each of the middle
schools, private schools and and high schools, as well as to
home schoolers on Tuesday. community teachers.
April 21. at 6:30 p.m. at the club
For more information call
house.
Linda Scott at 753-7944.

CALVARY TEMPLE
announces
Singer/Songwriter

RONNY HINSON
will be ministering at
Calvary Temple

Sunday, March 29th
in the II a.m. Service.
Lunch provided after service
ALL IS FREE!EVERYONE IN
2645 Hwy.641 South • Murray, KY 42071 •270-753-7389
(Church located just I mile South of Nturra on Ml

Substance
Abuse

Solutions
In-Home Drug Counseling
and Interventions
- Family Sessions - Group Sessions
- One on One Sessions

Inside look miglieliti
o e r '
ry Firs
Wouldn't you want to know if you are a candidate for a stroke? Often,there
are no apparent warning signs for this leadins cause of death and permanent
disability.
Committed to ensuring you don't become a statistic. Henry County Medical
Center is offering ultrasound screenings including stroke/carotid artery,
abdominal aortic aneurysm, and peripheral arterial disease. The screenings
last approximately 30 minutes and no physician order is needed, but you must
pre-register.

Private and Confidential

Offered the First Saturday
of Every Month.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
$125 for three tests
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Music contests announced

270.804.7306
ask for R.A. Frazier

call

Serving Mayfield, Murray, Paducah & Benton

111E.

mircocieNfraR

Quality
COMMUNITY
HEALTHCARE

To schedule an appointment,
please call Central
Scheduling at 731-644-8486
option 1.
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PREP TRACK & FIELD
PREVIEW

RACER FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Life without
Adams
begins at
Calloway
TIGERS RETURN DEEP,.
EXPERIENCED GROUP

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8. Times

Nathan Williams runs the 40-yard dash Tuesday during Pro Day at Murray State University. Williams and two other former Racer football
players worked out for Chicago Bears scout Teddy Monago at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Pro For A
RACERS TEST WATERS, THEMSELVES AT PRO DAY FOR TRIO OF NFL SCOUTS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor

NATHAN WILLIAMS WORKS
OUT SIX DAYS A WEEK FOR ABOUT
SEVEN HOURS A DAY.
HE DOES SO IN HOPES Of GETTING A 30-SECOND PHONE CALL
ONE DAY IN APRIL.
THE
2009
NATIONAL
FOOTBALL LEAGUE DRAFT WILL
BE HELD APRIL 25-26 IN NEW
YORK AND WILLIAMS THE FORMER MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL AND
MURRAY STATE STANDOUT, WILL
HOPEFULLY GET THE CALL FROM
A PROSPECTIVE NFL TEAM.

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger F. Times

Nathan Williams is timed by Chicago Bears' scout Teddy Monago (kneeling) and Murray State
strength and conditioning coach Darren Edgington. In the background is strength and conditioning intern at MSU Erin Bradley.

,,illiams wasjoined by fellow team members Will Werner and Paul McKinnis
Tuesday for Murray State Pro Day at Stewart
Stadium.
Scouts from the Chicago Bears, Detroit
Lions and St. Louis Rams were all in attendance, but the three primarily worked out for
Bears scout Teddy Monago, while scouts
from the Lions and Rams met with certain
members of the upcoming senior class.
•see PRO DAY,9A

TOINIff IUIW
Sports Writer
For the Calloway County track and field team.
year one of the post-Rachel Adams era is underway.
When the Lakers competed in their first meet
of the outdoor season at Marshall County
Tuesday, they did so without a shoe-in state championship contender.
Adams graduated in May with three Class 3A
high jump state titles to her name and has been the
face of the Calloway program for the past three
seasons.
But longtime head coach Keith Jared hopes his
other athletes will take Adams' absence as a
chance to step into the spotlight themselves.
That challenge extends especially to returning
senior George Garner. who will be the torch-bear-.
er for the Lakers' history of individual excellence
in field events.
The three-sport star finished sixth in the triple
jump at last year's Class 3A state meet.
Jared is also hopeful for a strong showing from
his distance runners, many of whom are coming
off a state-runner up performance in cross country
this past fall.
Just as in cross country. Calloway's track and
field squad drops a class from 3A(the state's highest classification) to 2A this season, which only
serves to increase Jared's expectations.
"We're hoping for big things from George in
the triple jump,- he said. "With the distance crew
we have, that's going to be wide open as well.
With us moving down in class, it opens up a lot of
things, but I haven't really had the opportunity to
sit down and look at what the rest of the region
and state is doing."
•
At Murray, the Tigers also return a stable cd
state-caliber athletes, led by defending Class A
high jump state champion Cathenne Claywell.
Just a freshman. Claywell already has two statc
titles under her belt, both of which were won
while still a middle schooler.
In all, the black and gold sent six individuals to
the Class A state championships last season, four
of whom are back this year for a squad that has a
roster of more than 60 athletes.
A year after picking up the pole vault and qua];
ifying for state, juniors Michael Orr and Ryaq
Greer give Murray added muscle in the field
events. The Tigers also return senior sprinter.
Aaron Jones and junior Stephen Foriest, both of
whom qualified for state in the 300-meter hurdles
last season.
First-year head coaches Blake Munger and
Steve Duncan have at their disposal not only those
proven returnees, but also a pair of first-year
throwers in Matt Deese and Zach Buck that could
be competitive.
But despite that. Munger says his team's
biggest advantage may be in the numbers.
"One of the biggest things is that we can field
all the events," he said. "If you don't have any;
body running the 100s, you're not going to scord
any points in the 100s. Getting people out hai
•See TRACK,9A

PREP BASEBALL ROUNDUP

PREP SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

Locals put up splits on ball
diamond Tuesday

Lady Lakers' bats come alive in
victory over Hickman County

CCHS IMPROVES TO 2-0, MHS FALLS TO CALD WELL
Staff Its/set
Calloway County's bats had
a field day Tuesday while
improving to 2-0 on the season
with a 13-3 win over Heath at
Laker Field.
The Lakers banged out 12
hits against the defending
region champions and took
advantage of six Heath errors
to drop the rebuilding Pirates to
0-1 on the year.
Senior Gage Workman (1-0)
got the starting nod for
Calloway and surrendered one
run in four innings while giving up four hits and striking out
three.
The Lakers took a 2-1 lead
out of the first inning and blew
the game open with a four-run
second that put them ahead 6-1.
Calloway scored another run in
the third and three more in the
fourth, then ended the game in
the sixth with three more runs
to secure the run-rule victory.
Senior first baseman Grant
Williams was one of four

Lakers to post a two-hit game.
going 2-for-4 with two RBI and
a run. Junior third baseman
Logan Burks went 2-for-4 with
a triple, an RBI and two runs.
Freshman outfielder Dylan
Dwyer was 2-for-4 at the plate,
scoring two runs, while senior
outfielder C.J. Dial went 2-for5 with a run scored.
In the second inning, senior
outfielder Chris Dobbins
turned a double into an inside
the park home run on a pair of
Heath errors.
Freshman pitcher Garrett
Cowen entered the game in
relief in the fifth inning and
surrendered two runs in two
innings in his first appearance
of the season.
Carom Co. 9, MURRAY 4
Despite outhitting Caldwell
County, Murray fell 9-4
Tuesday at Ty Holland Stadium
as Caldwell took advantage of
three Tiger errors.
Brock Downey was saddled
with the loss, giving up three

runs over two innings. Aron
Sweeney gave up four runs in
four innings of relief and
Jordan Garland pitched the
seventh, surrendering two runs.
Caldwell jumped on Murray
in the second inning on a threeRBI triple that gave them a 3-0
lead that lasted until the fourth
inning.
The blue and gold Tigers(IIidid more damage in the
fourth. adding two runs on a
home run, then scored again in
the fifth on a groundout to second base to build a 6-0 lead.
Murray was finally able to
put some offense together in
the bottom of the fifth when
Sweeney scored on a fielders'
choice and Keaton Tate doubled in Downey.
But Caldwell added another
run in the sixth and two more in
the seventh to lead 9-2.
The advantage would be too
much for a seventh-inning rally
to overcome for Murray.

FUTRELL TOSSES
COMPLETE GAME SHUTOUT,
STRIKING OUT SEVEN
Man Root
Ashton Futrell tossed a complete game shutout
and Calloway County got in the win column
Tuesday evening in a 9-0 victory over Hickman
County at Lady Laker Field.
A day after Calloway's offense sputtered in a 21 loss to St. Mary, the Lady Lakers' bats came alive
against Hickman, grinding out II hits.
Futrell (I-0) was brilliant on the mound, giving
up just four hits in seven innings while striking out
seven and walking just one.
Calloway opened the scoring in the second
inning on a two-RBI single by freshman second
baseman Lauren Benson that drove in Jackie
Metcalf and Brittany Fox. Benson then scored on a
two-out hit by freshman shortstop Karlee Wilson to
give the Lady Lakers a 3-0 lead.
Calloway got two more runs in the third and
again in the fourth. In the fourth inning, a Toree
Rogers triple drove home freshman outfielder
Taylor Futrell. Rogers then came home on an error.
The Lady Lakers scored one run in both the fifth
and sixth innings.
Rogers paced Calloway's offense, reaching base
four times, twice on hits and twice when she was hit

Ashton Futrell
by pitches. She went 2-for-2 at the plate with a triple
and an RBI.
Fox went 3-for-4 with a double while sophomore
catcher Kristen Boggess was 2-for-4. Benson finished the day 1-for-3 with 2 RBI.
•
With the win. Calloway evened its record to I- I
and will play again Thursday at Heath. Game time
is 5:30 p.m.
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PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP
'n1

Stag Report
Call"•'? Cuttota got a taw ot the best
high school tennis being played in the First
Region on Tuesday. taking a loss at the hands
of Lone Oak at ('CBS.
The Purple Flash defeated the Laker boys
7-2 while the Lady Laker', fell 8-0.
Calloway's only two victories of the day
belonged to No.4 player Logan Wallace. who
defeated Grant Hatt-mons 8-4. then teamed
up with No. 3 Jake Darnell in doubles action
to beat Preston 0'Donnelly and Josh
Lunaben 8-4.
In the rest of the boys' action. Will
Blackford was defeated by Mat Townsend 85, Seth Fortenbery was defeated by Corey
Adams 0-6. 0-6. Darnell was defeated by
O'Donnelly 8-4, Karlo Vazquez was defeated
by Lunabert 8-4 and Chantry Carroll was
defeated by Bailey Orr 7-2.
In doubles play. Blackford ard Fortenbery
were defeated by Townsend and Adams 8-4
and Vazquez and Carroll were defeated by
Throgrnorton and Starnes 8-3.
On the girls' side. Amy Winkler was
defeated by Haley Dallas 8-1. Clara Franklin
was defeated by Kylie Tillett 8-1. Teela
Etheridge was defeated by Ilyssa Brickeen 82. Carrie Crouse was defeated by Ashton
Farmer 8-1. Hannalore Clause was defeated
by Elizabeth Skinner 8-1 and Laura Oriluna
was defeated by Madeline Hollowell 8-0.
In doubles play. Winkler and Etheridge
were defeated by Dallas and Tillett 8-4,
Franklin and Crouse were defeated by Farmer
and Hollowell 8-0 and Love and Orduna were
defeated by Skinner and Hollowell 8-2.
Audra Hopkins and Hannalore Clause
picked up a doubles win that didn't count for
the match with an 8-1 %actin over Brooke
Davis and Sydney Hutto.

The Lakers fall to 0-2 on the year on the
boys side, while the Lady Lakers fall to 1- I
a'alloway s next match v. ill take pia_
Thursday at May field at 4 p.m
TWOS MU 10 GROW Cowin'
Murray took two losses at the hands of
Graves C'ounty Tuesday in action split
between the MHS courts and the Murray
State intramural courts.
The Tiger boys fell 5-4 while the girls lost
6-3.
On the boys' side. the Tigers got victories
from No. 4-6 singles spots. Dylan
Benningfield beat Josh Hawkins 8-6.
Jonathan Thiede heat Yousef ffiodi 8-4 and
Topaz Prawito defeated Adam Mathis 8-0.
Graves County controlled Not.. 1-3 matches as Steven Henson defeated Dillon Ward 81 Preston Simmons beat Sudan Loganathan
8-6 and Dustin Shelby defeated Shawn
Schuring 8-2.
In doubles. Ward and Loganathan lost to
Marrs and Page 8-4. Benningfield and Mason
fell to Williams and Roy 8-5 and Thiede and
Prawito beat Wiggins and Ahmed 8-7,9-7.
On the girls side. Murray No. I Brooke
Salley defeated Emily Green 8-2. Addle
Griffo lost to Hannah Marrs 8-6. Courtney
Perry lost to Haley Jones 8-2, Claire Pitman
lost to Kate Simmons 8-5. Kristina Kiefer fell
to Erica Elliott 8-2 and Dheepa Loganathan
beat Paige Burleson 8-4.
In doubles, Salley and Pitman lost to
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger A Times
Green and Jones 8-4. Griffo and Perry lost to
W'aldrip and Simmons 8-6 and Loganathan (Top) Calloway County's Carrie Crouse
and Kiefer defeated Murphy and Henson 8-6. returns a volley during her No 4 singles
Both teams fall to 0-1 on the season.
match against Lone Oak's Ashton
The Tigers resume play after spring break. Farmer Tuesday at CCHS (Bottom)
visiting Marshall County on April 13. Action MHS junior
Dillon Ward battles Steven
begins at 4 p.m.
Henson Tuesday at MHS

•Pro Day
From Page 8A
Williams.
Werner
and
McKinnis went through scaled
down versions of what many college football players have already
gone through at the NFL Combine
in mid-Feburary at Lucas Oil
Field in Indianapolis, including a
height and weight check, along
with stretching exercises, vertical
jumping, bench press and running
times in the 40-yard dash.

Williams has been living in
Chicago since January, doing
many of the same things he had to
exhibit Tuesday.
All in all, he was happy with
his results. but more importantly,
he's just glad the day is over.
"It's been a long process and
I'm kind of glad it's over with."
Williams said. "I left it all out
there. It's time to move on."
Tuesday was Williams' one

shot at working out for NFL
scouts, while others will rely on
game film and shared information
between other scouts, but the
reigning Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of the Year does
have a scheduled meeting with
top Chicago Bears officials later
in the month, where he will have a
full medical physical.
Murray State head coach Matt
Griffin said that's an even better
situation for Williams than a good
workout for one reason.
"When teams start to invest
amanita:. there's a reason.'there's
..an interest.- he said.
- Werner went through the preliminary workouts and ran one
40-yard dash until he pulled a
hamstring and was unable to continue. But. overall. Griffin felt all
three had good showings.
"Nate, I really believe, will be
at camp in May and then again in
August," Griffin added. "I really
think he's got a legitimate shot at
it. Paui has all the physical tools.
height, weight and skill.
"It's not the first time we've
had scouts in," he said. "We've
had a few more and a lot of credit
goes to the year that Nathan has
had and then you look at our rising seniors and the attention that
they have been getting. deservedly so.McKinnis participated in one
other Pro Day at Florida
International University. With his
second one under his belt now.
he's realizing how grateful he is
tor the opportunity.
"I just thank God for the
opportunity to come out here and
participate in this Pro Day." he
said. "I've been training hard to
get an opportunity like this.
Chances like this only come once
in a lifetime."
McKinnis also hopes that
.,:outs can look at a kid from
Murray State and not be afraid to
make some comparison to a kid
front Maryland.
"I just wanted to show that
there are smaller-school guys that
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
can do some of the same things
Paul McKinnis (top) and Will Werner go through various drills that guy s at the combine are
and test for Chicago Bears scout Teddy Monago Tuesday at doing." he said."We don't get that
chance sometimes."
MSU Pio Day
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Local tennis squads suffer defeats Tuesday
cAL OWAY CO. LOSES TO LONE OAK, MURRAY HIGH FALLS TO GRAVES CO.

Theinsuraiwcenttrof Muer*.
.11e*.,(4,4,Heafth *Life
- -tour men ikaw.wir eenteen:v age/W.':•
••
/ ?I/01141mm 'Bird.• 270-75.1,055 * •••
NCAA TOURNAMENT SCOREBOARD
EAST REGIONAL
At TO Banknoeth Garden
Boston
Regional Semifinal*
Thursday. March 26
Pittsburgh .30-4, vs sa,,er 27-71 6 V
P
Duke 130-6) vs Villanova I28-7i alter
conClusiOn of firSt game
SOUTH REGIONAL
At FedEn Forum
Mempnis Tenn.
Regional Serniftnale
Friday March 27
Oklahoma >29-S,
Sirdcuse 128-91
6 27 p m
North Garonne 130-4) vs Gonzaga (28after conclusion of first game

MIDWEST REGIONAL
Al Lucas Oil Stadium
Indianapoiis
Regional Semifinals
Friday March 27
Louisville ':10-5,., Arizona .2, - '3i
6 07 p m
Michigan State 128-61 vs Kansas 1277) after conclusion of first game
WEST REGIONAL
At University of Phoenix Stadium
Glendale, Ariz
Regional Semifinals
Thursday. March 26
Connecticut ,2 .4 4. :5 Purlue .27-9,
6 07 p m
Missoun 30-6> vs Memphis 33-3.,
alter conclusion of first game

•Track

f- ,,fr) Page 8A
been our main focus."
Duncan. also the head football coach, has had a large hand
in the increased numbers, coercing many of his players to shed
pads and helmet for a track jersey.
"I wanted them to come out
just to get themselves faster," he
said. "For some of them, that
may make the difference in them
having an opportunity to get a
college scholarship. That's what
it comes down to a lot of times."
The Tigers. who also competed at Marshall County Tuesday,
have already enjoyed a measure
of success this season. Murray's
boys placed in a tie for first
place at a I2-team indoor meet
Williams echoes some of held at the Regional Special
McKinnis' sentiments, but at the Events Center several weeks
same time knows there are hum- ago.
Munger believes relays will
bling qualities to go along with it.
"It's a business and it's be a strength for his boys' squad
extremely hard to make it and you due to the team's overall depth.
"We might not be as strong in
have to be realistic of your abilities and your skill level" he said. the individual 100, but in the
"For me now, it's about getting a 4x100 relay, we've got some
shot and trying to get into a camp good overall speed,- he said.
"So track-wise, I think relays are
and prove myself.
"I know I'm not one of those giong to be one of our better
guys who's going to test out the events."
best. I'm a football player. I'm not
Like Calloway. Murray's
a freak of nature by any means, boys should also be strong in the
but I feel like when I put those

distance races thanks to a strong

pads on and step between those
white lines. I'm just as good as the
next guy."

contingent of cross
.
rountry runners who are coming off a
region championship and state

berth last fall.
Back at Calloway. Jared sees
the distance races being
strength for his boys' squad
while the girls will rely more on
sprints.
"It's going to be a little odd.
going to a track meet and having
a lot of sprinters for the girls and
a lot of distance fur the guys."
he said. "But that's where we
have our numbers, and that's
where we need to score points."
Joining Gamer in the field
will be fellow football and basketball player Tyrrell Willis.
who will compete in shot put
and discus. Senior Jordan
Bumpus will also compete in
several field events. giving Jared
what he hopes will be an uncharacteristically strong overall field
squad.
"Hopefully field events can
be a strength for us," he said.
"That's something we've lacked
in the last couple of years. On
the track, we've been able to
compete with a lot of teams, but
then we get the results and they
beat us by 30, 40 points and
that's because of the long jump,
triple jump, shot and disc."
Moving into a class that
includes traditionally athletic
Paducah
Tilghman.
Hopkinsville and Trigg County,
Jared figures he'll need to rely
on scoring points in distance
races and field events while his
team may strilc.:71e in the sprints.
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Pictured are front row, Landon Fike, Hudson Elliott, Mark Tyler and Simon Mikulcik, second
row. Nate Clause. Justin Murdock, Cody Bergman, Keisha Orr, Rosa Kim, Megan Harper
Kathryn Tucker and Coach Bucy: back row: Coach Pile, Coach Pile, Heather Miller, Robert
P,,,itt Bailey Futrell, Aaron Collie, Nate Maxwell and Coach Daman.

CCIVIS Academic Team
finishes 12th in state
It was the culmination of a
season
of success. The
Calloway
County
Middle
Schtx)I Academic Team finished
12th in the state out of 230 competing middle schools in the
KAAC
Governor's
Cup
Competition.
Competing team members
include Mark Tyler, Nate
Clause. Robert Pruitt, Cody
Bergman. Hudson
Elliott,
Landon Fike. Aaron Collie.
Bailey Futrell, Simon Mikulcik,
Justin Murdock, Nate Maxwell,
Keisha Orr. Rosa Kim, Kathryn
Tucker. Megan Harper, and
Heather Miller.
In individual assessments,
Simon Mikulcik placed 7th in
the state in science and Landon
Fike placed 4th in the state in
science.
The CCMS Academic Team
has had a very successful year.
The 6th grade team was named
fish
Grade
Showcase
Champions. In varsity competitions, the team was named
District Champions and Region
Champions. Plus. the 3 Quick
Recall teams had a combined

overall record of 53 wins and 4
losses.
According to the KAM,
website, Governor's Cup was
founded in 1986 as a way to promote. reward and recognize
outstanding academic achievement. Since then, over a quarter
of a million students have taken
part in the event.
Governor's Cup has become
the state's premier academic
event, involving over 20,000
students, nearly 1200 schools,
and thousands of coaches,
administrators, parents and
community leaders who see the
rewards gained from encouraging academic performance
through properly structured and
professionally administered academic competition.
Coaches for the Calloway
County
Middle
School
Academic Team are Scott Pile.
Whitney Pile. Susan Bucy. Brad
Darnall. Lynn Melton, Rose
Elder, Jeanetta McCallon, and
Josh King.
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MATH ACTIVITY: Students in Shannon Chiles P2 class at
Murray Elementary School participated in a math activity with
student teacher Krtsta Muilkens. The students were learning
about solid shapes so they created many of them using
marshmallows and toothpicks. Pictured are Noah Mernss
(top) and Lauren Robinson (bottom).

provided

PAWSMVES AWARDS: Each week Murray Elementary School students who earn "paws,fives" throughout the week receive special rewaras. Students selected from each class meet
with the principal, Janet Caldwell, for a tun activity every Fnday afternoon. Students
selected
for March 6th were PI: Dempsey Baron, Payton Henry. Nathan Rogers, K'Lee Taylor, arid
Thomas Smetana; P2-Thomas Waldrop, Hannah Moore, Reed Harrell. Hannah Green
and
Mia Todd; PI Cayla Rossi, Amy Kobraei, Olivia Burdine, Will Harris and Ava Munsey; P4:
Reed York, Ethan Back, Kathryn Presley, Sam Brown, and Maddie Pfannerstill.

Offer available on select phones Coverage Is not available in all areas See coverage map at SIMPS for
details Limited-time offer Other condrtions & restrictions apply See
contrao & rate plan broi hore or dela.ls Subscriber must live & have a mailing addr within Ai&Ts
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voice skips are provided solely for live dialog between two individuals No
additional disc dUnt nr, available with unlimited plan Ottnet Usage. If your mons of use (including unttd svc sl
on other carriers networks r offnet u Age)during any two consecutive
months eiceed your ohnet usage allowance AT&T may at its option terminate your sec deny your
mold use of other carriers coverage or change your plan to one imposing usage
charges for ofInet usage Your oftnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser of 750 mans or 40%
ol the Osnytirrie mins !mid with your plan (data offset usage allowance is the lesser
of 6 MB or 20% of Pie KB Ind d with your plan) AT&T Premodern Cards. Blackjack II price before
AT&T Promotion Card, miWnum SX/mo data package purchase & with 2-year
contract is 5149 99 Btackeierry Curve price before AT&T Promotion Cards minimum S30/rno data or messaging plan & watt
2-year contracts 5179 99 lG Shine price per phone before
AT&T Promotion Card minimum S20/ me messaging plan & with 2-year contract is 54999 Allow
60 days for fulfillment Card may be used only in the US & is valid for 120 days after
issuance date but is not redeemable for cr,h Us annot be used to, cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps
lard request must be postmarked by 5,16,1/9 & you must be
a customer for 30 consecutive days to receive card Sales tax calculated based on price of unachvated equipment
2009 AT&T Intellectuat Property Service provided by AT&T Mobility
All rights reserved AT&T the AT&T logo and all other marks contained herein are trademarks of AT&T
Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies All other marks :ontained
herein are the properly of their respective owners
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00173
:'0UNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
sERVICING LP,

PLAINTIFF

REGIONS BANK DaA
REGIONS MORTGAGE,

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFF

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 23. 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88.888 54, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. April 3. 2009, at the hour of
10.00 a in, local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 765 Outland Road. Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows
A certain tract of land located on the West side of Outland Road and Southerly
of Kentucky 1346 Highway in Calloway County, Kentucky and more particularly
described 88 follows
Unless stated otherwise all iron pins referred to a set andior existing is a 5/8"
diameter iron pin, lir long with a yellow plastic cap stamped R,T Carter. PLS
1982 All twanng Fasted herein are magnetic and referenced to plat of record in
Plat Cabinet 24. Page 8, Slide 2221
Beginning at an exist:ng iron pin in the West right of way line of Outland Read
(said right of way hereon taken to be 20 feet from centerline! at the Southeast
corner of Tract 8 (Plat Cabinet 24, Page 8, Slide 22211 and the Northeast corner
of Henry Thurby(DB 274.P 191),
thence, leaving said right of way (with the South line of Tracts 8 & 71 and with
the North line of Henry Thurby ID B 274. P 191i, North 68 deg 02 minutes 00
seconds West, 388 90 feet to an iron pin set, a new corner,
thence, with a new line. North 19 deg. 22' 10" East 210 06 feet to an iron pin set.
thence, with a new line. South 68 deg 02 minutes 00 seconds East, 86 00 feet to
•6" x 6" post with existing wanes. pin at the West base.
thence, with a new line, South 75 deg 22 minutes 09 seconds East, 232 80 feet
to an iron pin set,
thence, with a new line South 71 deg 10 minutes 22 seconds East, 92 04 feet to
an iron pin Net in the Weal right of way line of Outland Road and in the East
line 4Tract 8 (Plat Cabinet 24, Page 8. Slide 22211:
Thence, with said right of way and an arc to the left of 247 97 feet with a radius
of 448 96 feet to the point of beginning, located South 24 deg 23 minutes 43 se,
onds West. 244 83 feet !chord distance) and containing 200 acres more or less
and being part of Tract 7 and 8 of record in Plat Cabinet 24, Page fa Slide 2221
according to a survey by Richard T. Carter, KY PLS 1982 with C & C Surveying
in June, 2006
Being all of the property conveyed to Kenneth ('lark Schroeder, and wife.
Sandra Lee Schroeder, by deed from LA Travis, dated June 21. 1995, of record
in Deed Book 320, Page 139, In the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 301 days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third (113) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal irustallmenta with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 129' per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes. If
shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall Ise sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 10th day of March.'2009.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00223

PLAINTIFF
VS NOTICE OF SALE

FRED JOHNSON. JANE DOE,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF FRED JOHNSON,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. KENTUCKY,
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 26,2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 17,52488, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. March 27. 2009. at the hour
of 10:00 am.,local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 115 Spruce Street.
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly descnbed as follows
Beginning at a stake in the South side of Spruce Street in the town of Murray,
it being the Northeast corner of the lot now owned by Alonzo Ingram. formerly
the Free Will Baptist Church bit. thence South with Ingram Line about 96 feet
to a stake in the property line of Douglas High School lot corner to Ingram.
thence East with whool lot 66 feet to a stake in the South edge of Spruce
Street. thence West with said street 60 feet to the point of beginning

MICHAEL P ELDRIDGE, AMBER R
ELDRIDGE, BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY, INC.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 13, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $73,727 95. I shall proceed to offer for
!tale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentuck)
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday. March 27, 2009, at the hour
of 10 00 a no. local time, or thereabout the following described property located
,n Calloway County, Kentucky with its address being 4243 State Route 94
West, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

EXCEPT That portion of said tract on the North end which heretofore has
been conveyed to the Conunonwealth of Kentucky for highway purposes
Being the some property conveyed by General Warranty Deed, dated August
30 2005, by Joe Bolin, Trustee of the Audubon Trust, dated April I. 2005, to
Michael P Eldridge and wife. Amber R. Eldridge, of record in Book 612, Page 9
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
301 days, but if cold on. credit of thirty (301 days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent 110% ) of the purchase pnce and execute
hond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until pawl, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien .hall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner,
hut the property shall be sold sub)ect to the current ad valorem taxes

This 5th day of March. 21109
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Brandon(270)348-4413
cc. ( Blice cii.

'SIEVE'MAIER
R %NKR( I'IC1
%PIERS 7 a:13

DEUVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
airdway Cc biooarie Gas
in Murray haS an %WON
tor a oca1 propane dekvery

75.1.=1752'
NlisiT41). K1,
ir,rs

DONN.* dnver and tank
set.installer Must Nave a
COL-1-13zMat ...Tanker
Excellent pay great berm.
145 Please Ca, 753-7485
or kW tree tor Warren a.
1800-874.4427 est 420,1
emelt hint at
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March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall

reiranwycsigupgas corn

in Historic Hazel, KY

DISCLAIMER

Special Savings up to 75% oft
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
sou will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
Howesei, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
he Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
as if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Jot' listings Thank you

Saturday Feb 28th through the end of Mara

Lhanalli.ss:this,5anvial Side,
For more info and to sign up for special
drawings go to http ticharlies,tntiquernall

This 5th day of March. 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Conmosatoner
Calloway Circuit Court

Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00390
1.* S Bank National Association as successor to
LaSalle Bank National Association. as Trustee under
the Pooling and Servicing Agreement, dated as of
April I. 2002, among Asset Backed Funding
'orporation, Litton Loan Servicing LP and LaSalle
Bank National Association, AIIPC Aseet-Backed
Certificatee, Series 2002aSBI, without recourse,

PLAINTIFF

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN This is a
part-time daystoft position for Tuesday.
Wednesday and
Thursdays Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJ'AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Located at
720 S.4th St
Corner of
Glendale & 121S
270-436-2524
We will sell the contents of the following
units on April 4tn
2009 at 10:00am. 18,
45, 51, 53, 62, 80.
91, 111, 117, 120,
123,132 8 134

VS NOTICE OF SALE
020

R BRIAN RIEDEL, BEATRIZ E RIEDEL.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. EDUCATION
CABINET, CITY OF HAZEL, ET AL , DEFENDANTS

NOM

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
count on February 23, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 848,571 44.1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse doer in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. April 3, '2009, at the hour of
10 00 air. , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located In
calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 201 Second Street. Hazel.
KY and being more particularly described an follows

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Being seventy feet off of the north end of lots 6, 7, 8, and 28 feet off of the West
ode of Lot No 5, in the J I Palmer addition to the town of Hazel, Kentucky.
being of record in Deed Book 28. at Page 259, in the office of the Clerk of the
( alloway. County Court And being further described as being east ot Brae
Avenue and running 70 feet north and south and 150 feet east and west

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger
8
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to R Brian Riedel, et uxIi
deed from Mary Elizabeth Oliver and husband, Richard W Oliver, dated
Februrury 28, 1995 of record in Book 212, Page 188 in the office of the Clerk if
the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis f thirty !31
days but if sold on a credit of thirty ,30, days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third 1 3i of the purchase price and execute bond with
Kood and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 1270 per annum from the date of
sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commisaioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 10th day of March, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Meister Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Don't Forget!
NOTICE Of
PUBLIC SALE
Premier Mini Storage
644N 12th St
Murray, will offer for
public sale on March
28th at SAM for nonpayment of rent for tho
following units C-17.
E14, F16, F46, H20,
M32. H51, H53

BRITTHAVEN
or
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's
We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
part time positions are
available.
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Brinhaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

- Weddings • Private Parties
• Song Requests Welcome
• Nixed music from all genres
• Soon to be hosting Karache
• Performing at the Keg
Friday Nights at 9pm

A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 36 Township 2, Range 3 East, and
beginning at a stake on the center of State Highway No 94, the Northwest col
ner of the Carl Rowland tract, thence East with said highway 90 feet to 8
Make. thence South parallel with said Rowland's line 245 feet to a stake.
thence West 90 feet to a stake in a fence on Flowland'e line, thence North with
said Rowland's line 245 feet to the point of beginning

Being the AAMO property conveyed to Fred R Johnson. et us , by deed from
Emanuel I. Rowlett, et al , dated February '26, 1963. of record in Book 117,
Page 567. In the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be gold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
1301 days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent i 10% I of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, beanng interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any. shall be entertained and paid by the Commissioner.
but the property shall be mold subject to the current ad valorem taxise

060
Hs Rentild

"Neat Generation's
Music DJ's"

VS NOTICE OF SALE

e'

REGIONS BANK DEA
REGIONS MORTGAGE.

Trait onprigf

CONLMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-564

VS NOTICE OF SALE
KENNETH SCHROADER riAt/a KENNETH
CLARK SCHROADER, SANDRA LEE
SCHROADER. COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.

Logi
Nodal

If you haven't picked up a picture that
was used in a classified special section.
sou may come by our office during our
business hours and pick it up.
Cl MI R1111

gv

LEDGERAiTIMES
1001 %%Witten Ave.• Murray, KV 42071
Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
12701753-1916 • clas.siliedti mu rrayledger.com

VOLUNTEER
Office
Receptionist: Angels
Community
Clinic
needs caring person
M-Th 8.30am-4pm for
phone and patient contact. Call 759-2223 for
information.

Check us out on the fle_b_d
Nrss,-into
Savings!
subscribe to the
1

LE4CER&TIMES
Home Delivery
6 mo.....-.......455.00
I yr.

ANGELS Community
Clinic:
Part-time
Executive
Director
needed
Mondays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
RN
required, ARNP preferred Mail resume to
Angels Clinic, 1005
Poplar St., Murray. KY
42071 or bring by M-th
8.30-4.00

LEAD
generation/inside
sales Looking for an
aggressive individual
to help grow our business. Sales,
Telemarketing, or
Customer Service
experience preferred
Hourly rate plus commission. Send resume
and letter of application to Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 N
12th Si, Ste G. Murray.
KY 42071

Rest of KlifIN
rPurFors S Mk Semi

3
6
1 yr

$120.00

Check

Local Mail

1 yr..--..--.5110.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
575.00
6 mo..
.496.00 1
1 yr. .....

Money Order

Visa

Iii/C

Name
St. Address
City.,

PADUCAH

—

Of

Hopkinsville
Real
Estate licensing class
since 1992
Days
nights
or
Debit credit cards or
payment plan
2702 2 3 - 0 7 8 9
deloiseadamsa yahoo
COM

State

Zip

Daytime Ph. _
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.0. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

1
1
1

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Wednesday. March 25. 2009

Murray Ledger 81 limes

NOTICE TO
CALLOWAY
COUNTY TAXPAYERS
Sheriff William E. Marcum and the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, pursuant to KRS 424.330 would like to
announce that the 2008 Delinquent Tax List, 2008
property taxes will be published in the Murray Ledger
and Times on Wednesday April 1st, 2009 on one
occasion only. The list of uncollectible delinquent taxes
is also available for public inspection during normal
business hours(Mon-Fri) 8:00a.m. until 4:30p.m. at the
Sheriff's office at 304 Maple St., Murray, KY. The
delinquent tax list can also be viewed on the internet
website vv-ww.etaxfiles.com. The tax sale will be held
Monday, April 20th, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. at the Calloway
County Sheriff's office at 304 Maple Street, Murray, KY.
If you have any questions you may call the tax department
at 270753-3151.
320
Apirterents For Rent

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile good driving

record and vehicie insurance Six day:Pei
week -delivery, Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger•E‘ Times
1001.Whitnell Ave,

PLEASE NO PpIONE C11145

Walmart is currently accepting
applications for remodel associates.
Available positions: Night
Maintenance. Overnight, Warehouse,
Day Set Up.To apply visit the hiring
kiosk inside Walmart or visit our web
site at walmart.com/apply.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5236
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

collections.

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray

Proiect Manager/EstImator
Civil Engineenng/const. degree
45 yrs exp
.Knowledgeable background in
Concrete/structural steel preferred.
•Governrnent/military & Timberline a plus
•Local/Out-of-state
General Trades
-Equipment Operator-trackhoe/dozer
4Rough Carpentry - Concrete/forming
Salary commensurate with expenence
Competitive benefit package
Send resurne/lettee of Intent te
deteele et wdeteele.com or
fax to 270-762-9373
E.O.E.• PA/F/D(i/

.11
RECEPTIONIST for
Dr.'s Office: Basic
Clerical
Skills,
Energetic and
Excellent Personality
for
Dealing
with
People
Experience
helpful but will
train qualified person
Please
apply
at
Heskett Chiropractic,
1703 Hwy. 121
North.
Murray.
Monday-Thursday 8:00
5.00 p m

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129
HOUSE & Office
clearing References
293-1635

SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
Immediate opening for a Night Shift Lead
nerson (Forklift and lead experience a must)
Mon-Th 4 00pm-2.30arn
Also accepting applications for various warehouse positions Days and Nights
Applicants must apply in person. Accepting
applications Mon-Fn 9:00am-3:00pm

120

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

:LARGE
'SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

%KS

•%% ill Pit k-up
1.1 1 11 In'

753-55110

E 'outft 12th st
(2/0)7531713

FOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessones and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
vie
-

For Sale
ANTIQUE brick 1800
+/- 20cents/each
227-2336
FRESH milk co-op
293-6989
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custorn
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
wwwmurrayelectronicsonc.corn
(270)753-7567.

1 BR fumished
upstairs. Utilities
included. No pets.
Near downtown.
270-767-7702
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109

$.400.

1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR all appliances in
University
Heights
Subdivision Deposit
lease, no pets $325
753-4937 M-F 8-5

WARD-IELIIONS "
sO

°.\I 111 lit 1
W.D. Steele Construction Services, LLC
Commercial/Industrial General Contractor
Murray. Ky
www.wdsteele corn

Apelianges

1 BR apt, various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

JO Hi-Cycle Sprayers
600. 6.000. 6.500 from
$4,500.
Parts
&
Service 502-550-4080

1.2. 38R homes
FSBO Possibie
finance Set up in
Murray Bill 978-7656
2-38R homes Will
consider trade- motorcycle.
automobile.
camper Bill-(270)9787656
2003 Clayton 16x80.
Vinyl siding. shingle
roof, like new.
270-489-2525

3BR $275.00.
753-6012
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE.753-9898

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

van} Monegerwn

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

2 BR brick duplex
Located 609 Elm St
Quiet,
residential
neighborhood Close to
hospital.
school,
Weeks Center C/H/A. [7orilsnt
w/d, dw, disposal, car
port 10x20 covered
2BR duplex. nice.
with lights and ceiling
C/H/A. appliances furfan
$5504400
nished Various locadeposit moves you in
tions Coleman RE
Short
term
lease
753-9898
Available April 10th
2BR duplex, stove
293-2797
refrigerator, air condi2 BR. 2 BA. no pets
tioner furnished No
406 Barnbi Ct North
pets $325 00/mo
270-841-5653
435-4114
270-376-2746
28R. I SBA all brick
2 Nice Duplexes.
$475-$495, all appliances, lease. references, no pets
436-5927
2BR IBA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, trash quiet
safe neighborhood
$475/mo. 1 month
security, no pets
(270)519-4831
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets,
$290/mo. 767-9037
28R Duplex. C/H/A, all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
LARGE niece 1BR all
appliances 270-7595885. 270-293-7085

duplex with garage in
Lynn Grove Less than
I yr old. All new appliances 227-7579
2BR. patio, no pets
$355/mo. 293-6070
3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR. 2.5BA duplex
now available. All appliances No pets. 1 yr.
lease, deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5, M-F
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C1-1/A
Low utilities Quiet.
What you've been
looking for $440.
deposit
(270)978-0913

Apertments For Rent
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large 2BR,
1,5 bath, garage, all
appliances.
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowo:k1 $675 mo.
435-4273 or 293-7404
DUPLEXES -ii•hInd
Primary Care. all
appliances. Call
767-9948
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units_
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone.
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances.
water, sewer, trash,
electric included
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
VERY nice 2BR, all
appliances 270-7595885. 270-293-7085
The Place to Start

320
Apertrrents For Rent
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, or
campus. &TVA, W&D
$600- 2 people, $6753 people. water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
TOWNHOUSES
for
rent 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA
refrigerator.
oven.
stove. washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1/2 off. Call 270'148-0458

2 BR, 1 BA. 2 ca
garage, large yard
partially fenced. $550
plus
security
and
lease. 978-7441.
2 BR. appliances. w/d
hook-up, air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard $525/mo.
South 9th St
270-767-0615.
2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required
753-4109
3BR, IBA, brick ranch,
newty remodeled 303
VVoodlawn $675/ma
plus security.
270-474-2520
3BR, 2Ba all appliances, C/H/A in Hazel
$500/mo references.
deposit, no pets
753-1059
3BR. 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
Murray Ledger & Time.

(270)753-1916

imes

CI.1SSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & I intr.

IT'S TIME TO GET
RID OF THOSE
UNWANTED ITEMS
By HAVING A
YARD SALE!

Free!!
YARD SALE KIT
WITH PURCHASE OF
YARD SALE AD!
I WHILE

SUPPLIES LAS1

460
Norms For Soh

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Rivertield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761JHOME.COM

Three Days $20.00

Two days $28.00
Three days $35.00

maa

530
Whew 011one

•

753-1816 727-0611

Lawn

Mowir,._,

Lowest prices
mulch other
services also
753-2594 227-9153
YOUR AD
COULSSE

• MM.rex •
-11111.2 471,114
.441111111111
CALL 153.491

One Day S11.00
Two Days $16.00

One day $18.00

G30
Santee 011wed

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

1

1x2 Holds up to 30 words

2X2- Holds up to 70 words

[

HARLEY
Davidsr
FLHTCI. blue/silver
1,800 miles 293-1231
2008 50cc scooter,
1,600 miles, 100mpg,
$600 obo. 978-5874

Hill Electric
Since I98fi

24 noun :insect
Res Corn tit Ind
Licensed & Insured
All job. - big or small

753-9562

IiiitER&TIMES

14.15. le inch
Starting at $20
mounted

88 YEAR ESTATE TAG SALE
1306 Wells Blvd
Thursday 10am-2pm
Friday
10am-2pm
Saturday 10am-2pm
Complete Household liquidation
Eames style Lounge & Ottoman.
Dunbar Coffee Table. Copper Furniture,
Appliances, Everything must got
Additional times by appointment
(270)293-8470

Commerical Prop. For Rem]
ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M S U on 121N 3BR.
IBA w/d, with 32x42
detached garage CHA
newly remodeled No
pets
Lease $600
month 270-753-1718
360
Storage Fientals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Eli

on
V&D,
675-

\111(

\l.1

4G
Apts
Jon
Apts
Dr

sa

6056
for
5 BA
)ven.
dryer
to
;630First
270-

III

ca
Yard,
$550
and

j&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

720 S.4TH ST.
Career of121 S a Glemlek.
18X10$25 10115540

(2701436-2524
12701293-69•6
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U -Hauls
751 '4600

inch;
303
'Vino

tzel

is.

DACHSHUND/DOBER
MAN mix 4-male, 1 female $60 474-9722

Grain fed beef, all nat
ural. 270-474-2226 o
270-227-7424.
HAY for sale. Hybnd
Bermuda grass (horse
quality) square bale
$5.50 each, Mixed
Grass rolls $40'each.
270-293-3805
PIGS. 3 months old
Large Durock
Boar $25 489-2741

SQUARE bale
$3.50 per bale
978-1927

hay

Straw for sale

CHAVIS REAL
ESTATE & AUCTIPN
'2th St • r2/(1).761-7253, • ,
- 11270).70$4479. ,
Tomnly Ch-avys
Erroiret'Auctioneer. •

Loading Dock of

107 South 71t. St.

Murray Ledger

7014TOR

& Times

IOW AI COULD

First Come
First Serve

753-1916

For turther assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, ,snlarl NAA Counsel
Rene P Muam, 17011 1u45-1000

LBW Prapany
KENTUCKY Lake!
1.41 AC - 924,500
(Was $39.900)
Heavily wooded, high
elevation
lake access parcel
with FREE covered
boat slips.
Walk to nature
preserve & fishing
pond. Low
financing. Cal now 1800-704-1154. x2239

Please
No Phone Calls

NEON RUCH
MINI STORAGE
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

612 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

Call 753-5606

2004 Chevrolet Z71
Suburban
loaded
condition
Excellent
45.500-miles
one
owner $16,000
291 4646

L u-dcIJLIIMA • lr
• •

YHand vs'a.shiViia*
inteiior..Stansig at S40
'
.• ,Fatah Remnv,ii
f
GREAT
graduation
presents! 2001 Honda
Civic. Loaded, sunroof.
light hail damage
$4.195 obo. $2.500
below book. Both vehicle rave all service
record. 1997 Explorer
Eddie Bauer. Every
option. Leather. sunroof.
ext. $3,695,
$1,400 below book.
to
reasonable
Open
offers. Have 2 new
cars 417-337-3561.
07 Burgundy Corvette.
5.000 miles. 293-1231
2003 Toyota Camry
LE. 51,xxx-miles, sunroof. spoiler, aluminum
wheels. Michelin tires.
excellent
condition.
service
records
753-6145

Dd;Sac
Under $40 OCr

759-4017
293-7144

13.750 753-8096/7532613
1997 Nissan Maxima,
high mileage, excellent
condition $3600
(270)293-3244.
(270)753-4276
500

tised Trudai

Hanes For Sale
3 bedroom, 1 1/2
oaths. 2-car garage,
workshop, on 4 acres
land Priced to sell.
Phone 293-6392

3BR, 2BA new conCampbell
struction,
Estate Great r rice

Call for appt.
3BR, 2BA, 2.5 car
garage on 1 acre lot
off Oaks Country Club
Rd $134.000.
270-210-4563.
BEAUTIFUL 3Bedroom. 1 -Bath
1350 Sq-Ft
1502 Henry St.
$87.500
Call 812-677-1046
FSBO 3BR. 2BA. brick
home Features hard
wood, tile, stainless
steel appliances and
fenced back yard
$119,000
1500
Johnson Blvd.
270-210-0663

MURRAY Estates 3
BR. 2.5 BA.
Immaculate. tastefully
decorated 5 acre
lot.Low 200's
7 67-2246_
NEW 2100sqft brick
home Hill top view 1:2
mile to Murray Must
see $144,000 By
owner 519-8570

2003 Dodge Dakota
SLT 4WD. V8. 47.000
miles, loaded, fiber-

glass topper, bed rug.
new Michelin tires, red.
supernice
$10.500
(270) 293-4814
1995 Freightliner, 430470 Detroit '60"
series. 10 speed
Eaton. Car be seen at
East Valley Diesdel
Repair Call Paul
(270)767-1773
1985 S-10. $70000.
753-5094 or 978-074;
510

L cr'sm

05 Chevrolet Conques
32ft 11.000 miles 2931231

2011 Jet Boat. 450
Chevrolet
engine
Blue, orange, yellow
flames in color, tandem
axle trailer 293-1231
1989 14' aluminum
Starcraft 1975 25hp,
Evinrirde
excellent
corditinr, '53-0783
Services Ofkred
O&M Lawn Care
227-8575
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean

out garages gutters,
Rink & tree work

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land

land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737
or have family

519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don
Murray area
A+ Sheet Metal
-Roofs & Buildings
*Sold & Installed
Free Estimates
(270)227-1178
(270)705-7576

A.'

99 Buick Park Avenue.
local, leather, loaded,
,• eat.neRNao.rt,

293-8377 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured

753-7723
COwBOY [JP
ROOFING
Seingee Acirit
& Rubber RootFully Insure)
Free Estimate
12701782-2387
(2701 105-5971

AK TRACTOR
WORKS
•Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• Food plots

(270) 753-5482
ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes *Remodeling
• Decks "Screened

Porches -Garages
-Sagging
-Rotten
Floors -Termite
Damage *Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

Insured
•Scheduled Mowing
FREE ESTIMATES

'Licensed &

Call

270•227.1S91

David's Home

Water Damaged Floras
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plurrting

DAVIS Handywork's
Roofing, small home
repairs,
garages.
decks, siding, windows. doors & home
building to suit No lob
too small
(270)227-9484

Wilt Do Insurance Work
Visa 6 latiosotaid Aid

DNJ
HANDYMAN
painting,decks
remodeling.repair.
storm cleanup. etc
293-5436

(2'719).226-050..5
. . *.

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
*Trees shaped trimmed or removed
*Stump Removal -All modern epquipmert
.24 hour emergency service •iicensed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.

270-293-2643

Res: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
'No lob is cc,
, until customer is satisfied'

WEDELS TREE
SERVICE
•1ucaiw & Ins
"Trimming
'Take down eFlemoyal
iifisrckel Truck "Chipper
1270)293-8105
(270)861-1586
Aldridge S facCuistert
Roofing Cc

•

!NW

# Senices, lit,
alba.

731-247-5422

66re POWS
umpviod comricsiw

Pres Beams*
(270293-4020
270)293-1

homIW91-11:ik
I nstaltition
Ceramic •Marble

•Hardwuod
Liccaied & Insured

(270) 227-9212

FREE

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489 751-10

Servicing Calloway
Marshall Co
Free estimates

I Limilton

Martili•

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

JOE'S JOBS

-5)-1144 • :22" =6-14
LAWN moving service
15 years expenence
estimates
Free
insured. 7594564
LAWN Mowing. Free
,stim.ates Call Craig

•Debris removal
•New planting and
care
'Residential and commercial.
"(2701 703-9523
Benton.KY
Licensed and insured
'Free estimates
'Guarantee 100% Customer satisfaction
BRANDON'S Outdo,
Service Lawns, shrubs,
bushogging
tilling
blade work
H-436-5277
C-978-0543

8.7esiired
Estrin:1(414

might be quite selective about
what you hear, and might not
hear everything that is said Take
off your blinders.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A partner wants tc

take
charge. Why not let this person
do just that? Often, you need to
feel involved. Be willing to put;
back and see what happens
when you are not. Someone lets
you know the depth of his or he!
caring.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others come on strong.
and you know what to do -- back
off. Relationships, perhaps, are
your highest priority in general
With that in mind, back off and let
what needs to happen evolve
Someone comes off as quite caring
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Get into work or a protect
The more you get done the better, as the weekend is coming
around the corner An associate
or acquaintance is in an inordinately cheerful mood. Enjoy
Take time for a walk or go to the

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Allow yourself to

be
spontaneous. You'll discover the
many different paths available.
Test before you hop down any
trail. Realize that many options
lie ahead. YOu are capable of
motivating many or helping them
understand the possibilities that
you see.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Know when to back off and

get some space. The issue might
not be others, as much as you
need to center and rethink a
decision. Allow yourself to do
what you need to do Schedule a
dentist or doctor appointment
very soon.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Zero in on what is going

on behind the scenes. Be clear
and direct when dealing with a
partner, even if he or she is conN I itchell
trolling. Listen to news that
at 270-492-8156. beams in from out of left field
Paving • 270-293-0034
Friends, meetings and conversaI Iser-10 sears sispera'ai.
tions point in the very same
,
I
1.01A1
759-0501
direction
1,111 N SERVICE CANCER
153-1537
(June 21-July 22)
Maieremini. •
**** Take a stand and be willtnetwei.Heatrk.
TRAVIS
ing to follow through When you
Mee olliar fair 0111111.11k
open up and brainstorm with a
ASPHALT
• 734(412.• respected associate you could
^Pasittig. heakoatipg
Cell: 2214726.
be delighted by the ideas Try out
'14
'iSA Tree Service
different concepts in your imagiTONY "FHA% Is
•'•oviding brush puck - nation You will know what
270-753-2279 .ç' & removal, tree cut- works
• ng, leaf removal etc
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
AURORA TREE COY
293-8119 Don or
***** If you are not comfortPANY--For all your tree 748-8732 Jerry
able with what you are hearing.
care needs
Insured
'Cut, trim and MISC work- plumbing. seek out different opinions and
solutions. Consider that you
removal

kSPHALI.

'•

IN Jacqueline Bigat

BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, March 26, 2009:
This year. you make a big
impression. Wherever you go,
others inevitably seem drawn to
you. Express your authenticity.
and you will succeed way
beyond your expectations. This
birthday. focus and make a list
of resolutions. More than many
vears, you could achieve most of
this list if not all. If you are single. you will have your choice of
sweeties. Choose with care. If
you are attached, allow your significant other to play a larger
role. He or she needs the limelight as well. A fellow ARIES
plays devil's advocate.
HAPPY

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
• kacckk Ii ipecial pis kap,
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

tecxylisAiNiES.

(270)293-2797

HAIL'
f. S
. WATT.
MjAN'At
!I \11F.
NT.,,

•locally owned/operated

TROYER'S
Constniction
Pole Barns, Garages
Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
5-884

REUBEN'S
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE

ELECTRIC Horoscope

3301St.Rt121N.
.753-80E37
1,I.,. klyidolk 2
ltisrl,ts urn,-. t

ASHCRAFT
Home
Repair
Replacement doors &
windows. roofing &
repair, flooring- hardwood & tile. Interk,r
tnm work. Reasonable
rates. Insured. 2931132 Dwayne Ashcraft.

Commercial &
Residential

Improvement
1.1.0

H*rpd,r
;
' Cu,s. ieciaf
'.freiC,stimateSkicenieri &I;nsured

painting. electric, etc.
227-6535.
MOWING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county. Tree trimming.
shrubs, mulch etc
available Call Steve
767-9178

SAGITTARIUS

(Nov. 22-Dec.

21)
goes
haywire too easily You could be
wondenng why you are thinking
such weird things. Don't demean
your ideas, rather, lust note the
thoughts that go past your mind
Somewhere there is a gem
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Once more, consider a
home office, or at least work
from home today You'll feel
much more centered and together in this environment You might
be tired as well and need some
time to yourself An idea could be
a gem.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You have a lot to say,
and it is quite apparent that you
will demand an audience
Choose your words with care.
also being aware of your intonation, gestures and facial characterishcs. Your words could melt
another person's resistance
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your .ense of direction
makes a big difference. Realize
how much you have to offer and
where you are going An innate
talent or artistic bent could
become financially beneficial
Don't forget to get that birthday
card.
***** Your imagination

BORN TODAY

Singer Diana Ross (19441
actress Amy Smart (1976)

MYERS LUMBER
- Kitchen.. Bath
WindoWs I Doors .
Alkiling• Sliding
-Ow Estimates
1270).753-6450
.

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting fix-it's
repairs decks pressure washed and
stained 436-2228

: ee
YEARP r
Service
Free estimates Phone
416 2C67 727 0267

CONCRETE tinishit,
Driveways sidewalks.
etc 752-0500.
759-3229
GRASSHOPPERS
Discount Lawn Service
227-5787

PHILLIPS BROS.

Hair irak neutered adult, male

.11 iUlt

LAWN CARE '
t'd, Up
"Si.''-Mowing "Mulching
•Trimming

Jeremy 293-3983

1

MURRAY MOWING CO*

Quicker, Better
Cheaper!
• , 0 S Eat Painting
• -lam:Nolan WC,*
• 30 years asp
(270) 293-8688
(270) 489-2069

LIJSIVrae.,
fa011eJ

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
•Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
*Decks
No pb too small
227-9641

el clean-up yard
and rake
F tee estimates
Tim Becker
(270)978-0806
(270)382-2028

Over 40 wan exp
Sides A Insisaimem
90 days same as cash avt

270-227-3574
inntaoustaneiectricco.col

$10.500

753-3966, 293-9747

01:1Walawrol

875.11$ A MOM

We will knowing!
advertising for
is not in violanor
persons are haters
that all dweIhrip advert, available on an equal opt,
MN basis

293-6983

Free
Pallets

Mt

'state laws torhid discnmination
in the --ak rental or adeertasuag
or real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law

MINIMO
t•

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

IN

Alurrav ledger & Tient, Fair
Hosisina Act Notice
Al: real esiate advertised !wrem
t,- the Federal Fair
Housing Adt. which makes it
illegal to adverhse am preferen, limitation or discriminati I' based on race ,aor
al, sex handicap
,
ta
0 national origir. of intention to make Aftl 41ih prefer
ens, limitations or discnmsna

swami

$30

w/d
Monnced
./rno

ses
iy

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

ir-

Jay

1500 sq. ft. Store
frontage. 1701 121N
bypass, $750 month
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5:00.

DOG Obedience.
436-2858
YORKIE
puppies
Ready 3/30. 5-8Ibs full
grown. $500 270-7485549

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a rn.. 4 p.m M-F

USED TIRES

VSednesda,. %larch 25. 2111W • 3I4

SHELTER HOURS: MONARI, 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

liii

11111IP 1111111111,1t1(

Murray-Calloway County

I

rsnliii I

t•

Animal Shelter •

at (270)759-4141

......
rg

COMICS/ FEATURES
Freshman's late-night tryst
Knee replacement not
angers her chaste roommate appropriate treatment for cyst
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Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Murray's 20th Make A Differelk's' Day will be March 27 from
9 a in to I p.m. at Murray State
University Roy Stewart Stadium.
Published is a picture of Murray May or Freed Curd meeting with
Munini and Leadership Murray to
discuss the city growth. road project, and other aspects of city government The photo was by Staff
Photographer Amy Wilson
In high school baseball games.
Murray Tigers won 10-2 over Trigg
County with Lucas Miller as pitcher for Murray. and Calloway Lakers lost 2-12 to Mayfield with
Willie Morris as pitcher for Calloway
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Roy
English, manager of Murray Devin
Major Pharmaceutical, looking over
sonic sales figures with telemarkm,- Pam Pendergrass. Major Pharmaceutical is a nationwide thiwork of generic drug distributors
and the Murray Division of the
network has been in operation
since 1982. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Dan Loudy.
Births reported include a girl
to Mike and Sally Kinsey. March
3: a girl to Chuck and Kathy Wilson, March 4: a girl to Amanda
and Coy Ray and a girl to Ella
and Christopher Jones, March 20;
a boy to Lynette and William
Smith and a girl to Mitzi and
Dean McCoy, March 21, a boy
to Vickie and Randy Hooks and
a boy to Bertita and Edward Sharp,
March 22
30 years ago
Three new hoard members of
Munay-Calloway County Need
Line were installed at a meeting
of the board at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Murray. They were
William Henry Hornbuckle, Dan
Boaz and Brent Manning. Euple
Ward is executive director of Need
Line.
Joy Kelso, junior at Calloway
County High School, has been
named by Hazel Woman's Club
as winner of the sewing contest
and is representing the club at

the meeting ot the First District
of
Kentucky
Federation
of
Women's Club at the meeting at
Marshall County High School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Dave barrow,
March 3. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Moms. March 10; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Lee Osborn,
March 14, a boy to Mr and Mrs.
Danny Martin. March 18
441 years ago
Special Fourth Class Ronald
Sanders Colson. son of Mr and
Mrs Cletus Colson of Murray,
has been reported missing in action
in Vietnam.
Murray High School Band won
first place and Calloway County
High School Band won second
place at the annual Band Festival
held at Murray State University.
Hewlett Cooper of the Calloway County Health Center. was
the speaker at a meeting of the
Kirksey School Unit of ParentTeacher Association
50 years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray Chamber of Commerce were
Robert Perry. president, James Lassiter, vice president; Joe Baker
Littleton, recording secretary, and
John Trotter, treasurer. L.D. Miller
is executive secretary of the Chamber.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. John McCuan, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Ramsey, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs Scott Turner.
60 years ago
Rev. George Bell is serving as
pastor of Murray First Methodist
Church.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cunningham. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Caraway and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Bragham.
March 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Staples and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Porter, March 21;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ovis Hughes and a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Everett Bucy, March 22

DEAR ABBY: I'm a freshman at d Catholic university.
I was awakened last night at
3 a.m, because my bunk bed
-- I'm on top -- was shaking.
Then I heard my roommate
moaning. She had snuck a boy
into
out
dorm room,
and
they
were doing
I am so
upset at her
disregard for
my personal
space that I
don't know
how to talk
to her. I'm
By Abigail
big
on
Van Buren
chastity. but
I don't want
her to think l'ni speaking up
because I'm a prude. I found
it so upsetting that it was difficult to get back to sleep.
My roommate is nice, and
we get along well. How do I
tell her this behavior is unacceptable? If I tell our resident
assistant, she will get in trouble and hate me for it. If I
had been forewarned. I would
have slept out in the lounge.
Please help me. -- RELUCTANT WITNESS IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR
RELUCTANT
WITNESS: Silence implies
approval. It is important that
you talk to your roommate
NOW because if you don't, it
is sure to happen again. All
you have to say is that when
you were awakened, at first
you were frightened. Then,
when you realized what was
going on. it made you extremely uncomfortable, and in the
future you would prefer she

Dear Abby

Todaylnillstory
By The Associated Press
foday is Wednesday, March
25. the 84th day of 2009. There
are 281 days left in the year.
foday's Highlight in History:
On March 25, 1965, the Rev
Martin Luther King Jr. led 25.000
marchers to the state capitol in
Montgomery. Ala.. to protest the
denial of voting nghts to blacks.
On this date:
In 1634. English colonists sent
by Lord Baltimore amved in present-day Maryland.
In 1865. during the Civil War.
Confederate forces attacked Fort
Stedman in Virginia but were
forced to withdraw by counterattacking Union troops.
In 1894. Jacob S. Coxey began
leading an "army- of unemployed
frism Massillon. Ohio. to Washington to demand help from the
federal government.
In 1918. French composer

Claude Debussy died in Pans.
In 1911, 146 people. mostly
female immigrants, were killed
when fire broke out at the Triangle Shirtwaist Company in New
York,
In 1947, a coal mine explosion in Centralia. III.. claimed I 1 1
lives.
In 1957. the Treaty of Rome
established the European Economic Community.
In 1975. King Faisal of Saudi
Arabia was shot to death by a
nephew with a history of mental
illness. (The nephew was beheaded in June 1975.1
In 1988, in New York City's
so-called "Preppie Killer' case.
Robert Chambers Jr. pleaded guilty
to first-degree manslaughter in the
death of 18-year-old Jennifer Levin.
(Chambers received a sentence of
5 to 15 years in prison, he was
released in 2003

In 1990, 87 people. most of
them Honduran and Dominican
immigrants, were killed when fire
raced through an illegal social
club in New York City.
Ten years ago: NATO aircraft
and Missiles blasted targets in
Yugoslavia for a second night.
directing much of their tiro on
Kosovo. where fighting raged
between Serbs and ethnic Albanians. Alexei Yagudin won the men's
title for the second tone at the
World Figure Skating Championships held in Helsinki.
Five years ago: Congress passed
the Unborn Victims of Violence
Act, making it a separate offense
to harm a fetus dunng violent
federal crime. The United States
vetoed a U.N. Security Council
resolution condemning Israel's
assassination of Hamas leader
Ahmed Yassin.

make other arrangements for
that kind of thing.'
It's the truth, you are within your rights to draw the line
and you won't come off looking like a prude. What they
did was out of line.
111.111

DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfriend, "Dirk.' and I have
been dating nearly three years,
and we recently moved in
together. Before we met, he
briefly dated a woman I'll call
"Lola." who has bipolar disorder.
Although she was the one
to end the relationship. Lola
became jealous when she heard
Dirk was dating me and started following us around. Dirk
is a musician. and Lola would
dance provocatively at his
shows, hang on him and hug
him, and we would sometimes
he kept up all night by her
calls and texts.
Dirk has told Lola many
times that she's crossing the
line. Eventually, she began seeing someone else and stopped
tormenting us. But now that
she has learned we're living
together, her crazy behavior
has started up again.
I went to pick Dirk up from
his show last night and heard
that Lola had told half the
people in the club that he had
"always loved her, that they
were "soul mates.' and that
she would be going home with
him! While I don't doubt the
stability of my relationship
with Dirk, I find Lola's behavior irritating and blatantly disrespectful.
Dirk tells me any confrontation would be counterproductive, and that the woman would
be "overjoyed" to find out she's
causing me distress. He thinks
she's so unstable she might reac,
violently. I'm fed up. What
should we do? -- HAD IT IN
MANHATTAN
DEAR HAD IT: You have
my sympathy. This is the downside of having a relationship
with a charismatic performer.
Although Lola's behavior is irritating, I'm casting my vote
with your boyfriend. If you
show her she is getting to you.
her antics will only increase.
It won't take long for the
regulars at the club to recognize her for the poor. deluded fan she is. The other clubgoers really don't count. However, should Lola's actions escalate to violence, the police
should be called and a restraining order taken out.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail N'an Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

Et A ECY ET LLJIE SC",

Baker's cysts appear suddenly, only
to disappear over time Do I really need a knee replacement? I
an 85-year-old otherwise
am
healthy female
DEAR READER: A Baker's
cyst is an accumulation of joint
fluid behind the knee. Most cysts
do not cause symptoms. but, occasionally, large cysts may cause
discomfort and/or stiffness. In fact,
most cysts are recognized only after
they rupture, a process that can
cause pain swelling and bruising.
Baker's cysts can occur in anyone of any age. The most common cause in older people is
arthritis. Your cyst has probably
been there for a while but was
worsened by further injury.
Treatment is usually aimed at
repairing the underlying cause. In
your case, that would he the Antrim'. I hope you misunderstood your
orthopedist when he recommended a knee replacement It as not
appropriate therapy to treat a
Baker's cyst, knee replacement
would certainly help your arthritic knee. however.
Most Baker's cysts disappear
on their own, but, depending on
the cause and seventy. it can take
months or perhaps even years for
that to happen. For those that
cause severe pain and interfere with
normal movement, there are a few
treatments available. The most
common is aspiration, in which
a physician drains the cyst with
a needle and syringe. Very rarely.
it may be necessary to remove
the cyst surgically. This is avoided as much as possible because
of the risk of damaging surrounding tissue, blood vessels and nerves
located behind the knee
1 recommend you get a sec.
ond opinion and start treating your
arthritis, which should help resolve
the cyst

DEAR DR. GOTT: Four
months ago. I injured my arthritic knee while getting into a car
I thought I had twisted it or
strained a ligament because it hurt
SO much at the time. Four days
later, my knee was stiff and I
could hardly move it
At
that
point. I decided it was time
to
sec my
physician,
who concluded that I needed a cortisone
shot because
probably
I
had fluid on
my knee She
referred me to
an orthopedist
By
for the shot.
Dr. Peter Gott

Dr. Gott

ly. it didn't help. Ln
li fw
oratsuntahteen
referred for physical therapy After
only two sessions. I was told I
needed to go back to the orthopedist The physical therapist
wouldn't tell me why but called
ahead to the doctor and spoke to
ham directly. When I got there. I
was told I had a Baker's cyst
and would need a knee replacement. I wa, further advised not
to rush into the surgery because
the cyst migh, improve to the
point where the pain would lessen
to a manageable level.
When I went back for physical therapy. I told my therapist
land another who was standing next
to her; what I had been told
Both adamantly told me to not
to have the surgery. I continued
with the therapy for another three
sessions before I was dismissed
because my therapist said she
couldn't keep taking my money,
as I wasn't being helped.
Now I want to know what you
think about this situation Do

ContractBridge
ast dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•7 5 4 3
6
•7 5 4
•K 7 3 2
WEST
EAST
•
•J9
• .1 8 5 3
•A K 109 7 4 2
•K Q 8 2
•9 3
*J 9 8 6
•l05
SOIL; CH
•A K Q 1086

and then played the A-Q-K of clubs,
setting the stage for an endplay.
lithe clubs had broken 3-3, or if
West had started with only two clubs,
the plan wou!d have succeeded.
South would then base led a diamond to the jack, forcing a diamond
return from West into the A- 10 or a
ruff-and-discard, either of which
would hase yielded the slam.
As it waa, though, when declarer
led a diamond to the jack. West won
and exited with his remaining club.
South ruffed and had to lose another
diamond for down one.
As the cards lie, declarer could
base made his contract by rulTmg
dummy's club and leading the jack
of diamonds from his hand But this
would not have worked out well if
last had qarted with one of the dim'mood honors. I loweser. giN en that
the slam was a sure thing from the
start regardkss of how the opposing
cards were disided, that declarer
misguessed how to play at the end at
least sersed the interests ofjustice.
to assure the slam, all declarer
has to do is ruff the opening heart
lead with any spade higher than the
sis. After drawing tramps arid cashing the A-Q-K of clubs, he rufl's
dummy's last club high arid then
leads the six of spades to dummy's
ses en Now a diamond to the jack
truly endplays West.
Thanks to the lowly silt of spades,
the slam was a certainty. All declarer
had to do was to recognize its salue
at the outset.

•A J 10 6
*A Q4
The bidding.
East
South
West
North
3
Dble
Pass
4•
Pass
s•
4•
5•
Pas,
6•
Opening lead — queen of hearts
the
"For
want of a nail, the kingdom %as lost- might well apply to
many bridge hands where a seemingly insignificant card niakes all the
difference between success and failure tor declarer.
If declarer doess't have the mucal card, then he can't be held
accountable for the outcome But
he ha.s it when play begins and misuses it. he has no one to blame but
himself for art unsatisfactory. result
Take this deal where South wound
up in six spades after a highly compeutisc auction Pleased with his
prospects, he niffed the opening
heart lead with the sit, dress trumps

Tomorrow: I- ores,amed is terearmed
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Dui I GUESS
t I WAS MISTAKEN,

ANO IT TAKES A SIC, MAN
TO ADMIT ME'S WRONG,

1 Unfreeze
5 Back when
8 Calcutta nanny
12 Food additive
13 Mandate
14 Tractor-trailer
15 Comda sight
16 Family docs
17 Lose ones
balance
18 Gym offering
20 Breathes
21 Speedometer
part
24 Pamphlet
27 Teahouse attire
28 Monastery
dweller
31 — -de-camp
32 Fabric meas
33 Ciolf club
34 One of ten
35 Far
letters
36 Pizza topping
37 Hologram
makers

39 Bushed
43 Ribs of a leaf
46 Ocean predator
47 Excessively
49 Tow
51 Enjoy a lollipop
52 Hot Springs st
53 Brainstorm
54 Wine and dine
55 Small music
maker
56 Moist
DOWN
1 Tangle
2 Freud s con
vs
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One-celled
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5 Blank space
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20 Aloha token
22 Extinct birds
23 Deli units
24 Make lace
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YES SIR MR PRINCIPAL
MY TEACHER SENT ME
TO SEE YOU
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SUE THINKS '
I VE BEEN
COLORING IN A COLORING
BOOK INSTEAD OF DOING
MY REGULAR WORK
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MUM
MOO

25 Big carnival
city
26 Fruity drink
28 TGIF part
29 AUSSIe rumper
30 Fay's role in
'King Kong
32 Affirmative
vote
33 Bland
35 A Miss
America host
36 Galena for
instance
38 Cause to
appear
39 Pack member
40 Canal of song
41 S8L deposit
42 Gather leaves
44 Rubens model
45 Vast number
47 Upsilon
preceder
48 Mork s planet
50 Recline

